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Newspaper

Largest
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

Afternoon Daily
In Murray And
Calloway County
United Press International

een & Heard
Around
MURRAY
A Baptist publication at Mayfield
comes up with the following
'

When Pa is sick. When Pa is sick
he's scared to death
And Ma
and us Just hold our breaths,
He crawls in bed and puffs and
grunts
. An' does all kind of
assay stunts
He wants the doctor nughty
quick .
For when Pa's ill he's
awfully sick
He gasps and groans and rolls
hes eyes. Ma Jumps and rare and
I all al us
And all the house Ls
in a rum
And police and Joy Is mighty
Mince
When Pa is act, its
steneaung fierce
When Ma is sick.
When Ma is sick she pegs away
She's quiet. tato' — not much to
Bay. She goes right on aelogi things
.
And some'emes laughs and
even sings. She says she don't feel
extra well . .
But then It's just
a kind o' spell titte'll be all right
Itantimied On Page Throe)

Plans For Booth Are
Made By Scout Troop
Plana for a booth at the "Scoutander" to be held at Paducah June
• 4 and 5 were made at the regular
meetus of Boy Scout Troop 46 at
FIrst Methodet Church Tuesday
evening The booth will feature items of leattiereork rnade by the
members of Thep 45 under the
Instruction of &mestere Scoutmaster Joe Reeder
A demonstration of first aid for
suave-ate and heat extmuation wee
given by Beaver Patrol led by Patrot Leader Steve Payne
ecoutinaster
DonBirchfield
thought two species of snakes and
described
their
oharactariatioi
Theee was a good attendance tad
Ilaroid Doran was presented er a
new member.

Work Day Set For
Kirksey Ball Field
hhe
A sPeclai work day wil be held
eat the Kiriney Baseball field Saturday. May 21 The field has been
mowed and the men will work to
get the field ready to begin play
Tryouts for the three Iraqi=
were held last Saturday and practice has already been started Sc,
the summer mason af pay.

Oaks Country Club
Ladies Hold Luncheon
The Cailuc Country Club ladies
met for a luncheon Tuesday, Mae
17 Bridge was played later
Penn prize winner was Ruth
Brandon and second prize winner
was Shirley Wade.
LEGION TRYOUTS
Tryouts for the American Legion
baseball team will be held at the
Calloway County field on Saturday morning beginning at 10:00.
Any boy born on or after step.
her 1, 1947, is eligible to try out
for the team.
1LEAGUR TO MEET
There will be a meeting for the
summer mixed doubles league tonight at 7 00 pm at Corvette Lanes. Ali interested are urged to attend

Weather
Report
linked Can Imo...00,4

r

Kentessity Weather Forecaat
Fade west to pertly eolith met,
and mild today. Clear and cooler
tonight Friday partly cloudy and
meld High today 72 to 78 Low toilette 46 to 54.
--Kentucky lokh 7 a.m 359 8. up
0.3; 3118. dower 02.
Barkley Lake: 369 6, up 0.1. beJoe dam 3170, up it
Sunrise 4:56, sureeteaft01.
Moon rises 11:14 am,

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, May 19, 1966

In Our 87th Year

Murray High Annual Staff For
Next Year Is Announced

100 Per Copy
Miss Twila Adams Is
Scholarship Winner

Vol. LXXXVII No, 118

Commencement Exercises For
Murray High School Announced

MINS Teel& Adams, daughter of
Mr and Mrs Cody W Adams of
Farmington Route One, a-nd senStaff posarens for the Murray business manager. Advertising man- ior at Calloway County High
Commencement exercises for the Max Russell, third honor student.
High Annual far next year have I ager will be Nancy Baker, daugh- School, has been selected as the Murray High School graduating will give the invocation. The Senwinner of the college scholarship clam of 1966 have been announced.
been announced and Linda Ryan ter of Mr and Mrs Dale Baker.
ior Girls' Ensemble wet sing "A
will be editor of the 1966-67 edition.
Other positions include: Senior of the Kirksey Parent-Teacher AsBarra/aureate services wilt be Prayer for Today."
Linda, daughter of Mr and Mrs. Class. Sharon Lockhart, Kenneth sociation, given in honor of Mr. and held in the First Baptist Church
Maurice Ryan, is outstanding in Carson; Feature Editors, Betty Us- Mrs. Max Hurt who have worked at 8 o'clock on Sunday evening,
Salutatorian Mike McDaniel will
sch aarship, band and TO-Hi-Y .
rey, Den Kavanaugh; Music Edi- faithfully for the PTA.
May 29 Miss Lillian Wetter,. or- deliver the welcome SuperintenThe winner has been active in ganist, and Miss Lynda Allbraten, dent Fred Schultz will speak to the
Dan Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs. tors, Marilyn Wilson, Dtane TaliRobert 0 Miller, will be aseistant ferro; Snapshot Editors, Hugh Col- clubs and organizations during her pianist, will play for the proces- graduating sensors and their frt.
editor, David Meltee, son of Bro. son, Rebecca Parker; Foe/tate Edi- fah years at CaSoway County sional and recessional. Bro. Jay ends The Senior Mixed Chorus will
and Mrs Audit McKee, will be tors, Ann Griffin, Melanie Boyd; High School. She has served as Lockhart will give the invocation sing "You'll Never Walk Alone"
Club Editors, Phyllis Mitchell, Russ state reporter for the Kentucky and benediction
Judy Hargis will give the valedHoward; Senior Activities. Jamie FBLA club and also heal reporter
The Mixed Chorus, under the dirPrincipal Eh Alexander will
Diuguid. Tommy Williams; Sports her FBLA and the Laker Band. ection of Mn John Bowker, will ictory
the honor students.
Editor, Buster Scott, Steve Sam- Mite Adams is also a member of sing "Wondrous Love" and "Beau- recognize
the Beta Club and Calloway chaptMaurice Ryan, thairman of the
mons. Greek MaKeet;
Bro.
William
Porter
tiful
Bevies"
Board of Education, will present
Junior Clam, Janice Hughes, Ed- er of the Future Teachers of Amer- will preach the sermon.
diplomas The benediction win be
die Young. Sophomore Cams, Phil ica.
Portland, Oreg.
Mrs. Bun
Miss Adams attends the Goshen
Ushers for the services will be given by the fourth honor student,
Jones, Ralph Jones; Peahens:1
Crawford and Mrs. Goldie Curd are
Methodist Church. She plans to en- Kenneth Carson, Bob Dunn, Bill Carol Champion
among 8.000 Methodist women from Class, Dale Guthrie, Steve Moody, ter Murray State Univernty this
Ushers for this occasion will be
Hart, Terry Lax, Jerry McCoy,
1Joe
Forme.
ttati
Grade,
Sheri
Bogall 50 states who are attending the
SIUMMer working toward a degree Tony
Ftayburn, Steve Sammons, Suzanne Adams, Mary Jane Bidard,
Martha
Finney;
7th
Grade,
Seventh Amenably of the Woman's
in elementary education.
Gary Wilkins, Burton Young and wet Melanie Boyd, Ann Griffin,
Sancta: of Christian Service arid Kay Pinkley, Mitzi Cook, Tony
The winner al the twenty-five Eddie Young.
Kaye Hale, Janice Hughes, Debbie
Rayburn.
Artists,
Rebecca
Tarry,
Wesleyan Service Guild here May
dollar sohalarthip was selected by
Commenceanent exercises will be Simmons., Rebecca Tarry, Prances
Martha Robbins, Steve Bell, Glenn
Nanny: Photographers, Bob Hulse, • group of teachers at Kirksey on the Murray High campus. wea- Williarns and Lavonda Williams.
School. To be eligible, the senior ther permitting, at 8 o'clock on
Sponsors of the senior Mass are
The Assembly is held every foi r Mike Lyons: Theatre Kaye Hale,
at Calloway had to be a graduate Friday, evening, June 2
Mrs. Peggy Brown, Mrs. Lucy Lilyears to bring Methodist women to- Bonnie Shelley. Rita Stroud, Mary
The Murray High Band will play ly, Ball Jeffrey, Tarry Shelton, arid
gre- aser for inspiration. study and Pat Hedges, Cass History. Raley of Kirksey Elementary School. The
presentation of the award will be for the proceasional and recessional. Mrs. George Hart.
felawehip and to focus attention Sykes, Jane Belote, Levoncle Wilmade by Ihricsey Principal M. B.
out their work in mission.s. Chris- liams, Mary Beth Odle: Ota-ss ProR
e,ogers at
school's
tian Kcal relaeons and other are- pihecy, Swan Tesseneer. Kathy
graduating exercises on Tuesday
as of chinch life
Sinarnona, Kathy Farrell, Ed ParkMay
the24
The Woman's Society of Chris- er: Clam Will, Cindy Koenen,
tian Service is the women's organ- Joyce Cooper, Theresa Resig, John
Bill Jeffrey, Distributive Education teacher at Murray
isation of The Mettlieckst Church. Larson.
The AN Sigma Alpha national
High School, presents Gary Turner, left, With the "Outand the Wesleyan Service Guild la
Sponsors of the clam are Mrs,
social sorority Alumnae Chapter of
standing Student" plaque. The award was made at the
Its auxiliary for employed WOMMO. IdeN Bailey, Mrs. Vonnte Shelton,
Murray honored thi_ pledge class of
The women attending the Assem- Gary Boggess and Bob Tcon. Mrs,
first annual banquet for the students.
the ASA local chapter of Murray
bly are among 1,722,000 members Clara Griffin will sponece the anState Ureversity on Saturday evenof the Society and Gudld in its 36,- nual. The group will begin work
ing, May 14, with a buffet supper
000 local units
on it immediately.
Mr Oscar Touiter, chairman of at the home of Mrs. John Nanny
The Senior Claw of Calloway
A special feature of this Assemthe department of molecular bio- on the Coldwater Road. The alum- County High School Ms issued an
bly is that it climaxes the obserlogy, Vanderbilt University will nae members also honored Mrs. Invitation to the public to its (be.
vance et the 25th Anniversiry of
speak at a meeting of the Murray Joe Dick who
be moving from Night, Friday. May 20, at 8 00 pm.
the Society and Gued Reports on
State chapters or Students Affiliat- Murray to Louisville in the near
Connie Hopians, the valedictorthe 25th Anniversary achievements
es of the American Chernical Soc- fir tire.
ian of the class, Wein Eddie PenThe first amnia Murray High presented as the outstanding stu- of the roolety and Guild in memiety and Beta Beta Beta biology ABA pledges attending were: Car- nington, the salutaitithein. with the
School Distributive SchicaUm am- dent In the department. Gary is bership, giving and monary reolyn
With, Murray. Margaret help of Mark Lamiter, Keith Curd,
The Murray Neighborhood GM fraternity May 19
ployee-lamployer banquet was held the son
Mr and Mrs. Guy Tur- cruitznent are being presented ha
Tucker, Murray, Vickie Onewiced and Wane Hale will present the
Scott: Council met at the girl scout
recent*. at .Soutiside
The meeting will be at 6 30 pm.
JiitCrec a X 'seeker. the organinitiong 26-year hutort, eaten on
'Mescal
, at 9:30 lam MK Ire Room 115 of the Science Build- Plughes. ligurcay, Diane West, Mur- pregnant of the evening
and Gary Turner, a senior. was announced the award.
members have given $.0U0 000 Cheetah Catalan,
ray, City Hugging Murray, Peggy
the NorW. B. Miller, Prumipti of Callo—ing.
Rebecr.a Parker welcomed the for 1111r6.101111 at home and overseas,
Dwyer, Oweneboro, Joanne
hood Choerrnan, presided.
way Comb High alchool will stake
guests Derma Wad lave the in- and to other Christian mese& Em"Let's take a loot at Ourselves",
Dr. 'Muster Is one of the fore- Pittaburge, Pa, Dee Robertson. Pa- the presentation of swarth and revocathn IntrodUction of students •
In the Society arid Guild and evaluation of the Mw-ray
mast biochemists in the country death, &the Whitaker. Owensbo- cognition of honor students
was made by Gary Turner
program are mons. Christian Neighborhood Cite Scouts, was haand has received international re- ro, Ann Tinnell. Owensboro, Susan
The sank consisting of select ors
A th-ee part report was given as socisi rebitions, apintual life, misPeak, Paducah, Martha Hogan- by Ow Laker Choir and the Commmed.
cognition He was the
—
—
fentere Value of DE to student, sion study, ecumenical relations,
Troop summary sheets were pas- the Borden Award In Bechernis- camp, Bard-sell, Jennifer Dowdy, bined Choruma will be &evicted by
Murray Tammy Lassiter: Value of DE to and nessionary and deaconess reSeveral peewee from
Rcdenwery
sed art Mrs Catalin staked that tey in 1960, and has received many
Goad, Mrs Laid' nda Darnall of the Music
were fined in the Marshall County the sc.hoel, Principal Eli A lender cruitment.
them' be returned as soon as pos- other scientific honors_ las reseatch Springfield, Tennemee, Kathy By- Department
Court during the week of May 10- and Value of DE to the employer,
sible
interests are centered around the water. Low-wale, Sherry RidhardMuss Jenna Winchester, a mem16. at-reeding to the court report
WonUmied On Page Three'
Sue Kemp. the Murray Neigh- chemistry of amino exacts: penicil- son. Louisville. Karen Forme New ber of the Sophomore Clam, will be
Marof
The
week's
Smile
this
in
borhood Day Camp Director hes lin and nerceations; carbohydrate London. Conn., Peggy
Schalk, time pianist for the evening.
*ID-Courier.
announced that day camp training metabolism: biochemistry of es- Owerethro. Bonra Bale, Louisville,
Amnng their fined were Lea*
will begin on Tuesday, May 24, at eential pentosuria: entree Of drilla Key Ruclatt Utuuu City, Tennessee,
Wafter Murray State, breach of
9.30 am at tio Girl Scout Cabin. and carelnogens on enzymes cif as- J zias Yarbro. Rickman, Elaine Jen*Winners for special play for the
peace. fine $4, cows $21 50. James
All leaders, assistant }enders, and corbic acid biosynthesis, and he term, Lowenelle.
regular ladies day god at the CalRome Murray. breech of peace, $10
Alumane
members
attending
The Murray State Univereity loway County Country Club on mothers of Girl Smuts who would has numeroua publications in these
f.ne. 831 50 costs Lawreince Elweod
were: Mealtimes Tammy Shirley,
like to heap work at day camp are areas.
of
the
the
&evocation
chapter
of
announced
have
been
Kirtsey.
ptMc
Wednesday
Route
One,
Trees,
Mr and Mrs. Joe Bowden arid
Joe
R
Cooper,
Joe Dick, Liable
They were as follows Drive clos- raked to attend Everyone is asked
drunk, $10 fine, $15.50 costs: :ark Childhood Education will have tag
Dr. Tester has mated the Mur- Veal, Jr. Bill Hine, Ray Roberta, daughter, Cathy. of Kirksey. and
to bring a sack lunch.
Friday
on
day
Wilson;
Ruth
State,
No
2,
Murray
pin
on
Licihtenberg,
est
to
WUlisni
ray campus on several occasions as Dan Tucker. Stub Wilson, aria Mies Mrs. Raymond Work/ran af MurMembers of the chapter will be „olosest Map to pin on No 9. Marbreach of peace. $1 fine, $21.50
a vting lecturer in surrener sci- Betty Ifin ABA alumnae members ray Route One are listed in settstepees
city
with
parts
of
the
at
aR
sheers.
Murray
ditch
tnoet
garet Elhuffett.
costs: Rest V Wynkoop
ence institutes, and as a featured attending from Benton were: Mrs. factory condition this morning by
Sate, breach of peace. Si fine, of tags to 301 to anyone who make Bette Jo Purdorn: poker hand,
meeker for other scientific pro- Carolyn Edwards and Mre. Jane the Murray-Calloway County Hosfund
scholarship
the
donation
to
a
Wright,
Jr..
Grace James.
1121.60 coats; ,lunas
grams
pital
Anderson
organisation.
of
the
peace,
$1
Murray State breech of
All chemistry and biology majThe four persons, along with the
Meas Evelyn Linn, advisor of the
hostess for
was
Deleted
Ces.nor
each
are
awarded
Soholershas
Dunfins, $21.50 costs, By Lee
ors as well as other interested per- bail chapter. and Mira Ruth Fulk- Bowdens' two suns, Tony and Weewas
luncheon
potluck
A
day.
the
outstanding
to
the
ACE
year
by
Clala Route Three. Murray. speedMiss Patsy Hopitins of Murray, sons are invited to hear the lect- erson, pledge [rearms, attended the ley. were hortntalazed late Saturserved at the noon hour
members or the chapter.
ing, $10 fine, $1650 coats.
Ore_
diner %nth the pledges.
day afternoon after being injured
office assistant to Dr 0. C Wens
in a two car accitient rn Highway
and Dr James M Been. optanet121 west near the Calloway County
nets, attended an aluchtional semFair Grounds
inar the cast week -end. May 14
Tony end Wesley Hosvism, sges
and 16, at Lexharton's Imperial
three and four, who received aHouse
brasions in the accident were [ReThe seminar mut sponsored by
charged on Tuesday. Mrs, Bowden
the Kentucky Association of Opreceived servere lacerations add
will be on the Noreen- tometric Office Assistants
EDITOR'S NOTE This is the property tax aapessment ruling by opposed He
bruises af the Sire, Mr. Bowden
MIS9
Helen
Tuthill. Lansing.
Tuesday's
regardlem
of
helot
ber
Appeals
Court
of
thirteen
science
hundred
and
One
The Institutes. ftnanciady sup- had face lacerations, and Cattle,
ithinlihallithee three-part series on the state
Michigan, a practice management
outcome.
two
only
the
highlights
twenty
states
will
rare
teachers
from
The
ported by the National Bolence age two, had abrasions.
nen Thursday's primary election
comae tate. lectured for the two
Continued On Page Three)
partate in two Summer Science Foundation, will be divided into
Mrs. Workman received messy
races Today. the Court of Appeals. contests for seats to the high court
clay session on everything from Upli
other
Two
primary.
UniverState
Institutes at Murray
in Tuesday's
two parts. Some 60 general science facial laceretions, some broken ritia,
for an-mere-1g the telephone. to
unoppoced
are
incumbents
sity this year
teachers will participate in the fine, fracture of the right ankle, and
By DREW VON BERGEN
ways to fit • patient with a flatand 53 high whool biology, chem- fracture of the left knee.. She is
Incumbent Beady Stewart of PR United Psis International
tering frame for eminence
istry, and pinnies teachers will par- improving. according to member,
FRANKFORT. Ky 1172 -- A close duoah, seeking he third 8-year
The Kentucky Association of Opticipate In the SeCOTICL
of the family
race for the Democratic nomina- term. Ls being opposed by Circuit
teenetric Office &sergeants was orThe purpore of the June 13-Augtion in the 18-county 1st Appel- Judge Earl T Cs/borne of Benton
The annual project exhibit and ganized three years ago to heap
ust 5 Summer Institutes Is, to Imlate District asey hinge on public in the let District
senent -crimpeation of the First those girls who work for aptorneEven if Osborne should defeat Larerat Indeetriel Arte herniation
reaction to hot year's 100 per t eni
Don Nelson of the United abates prove and update the scientific
hats here in Kentucky do a betStewart in the primary, the latter will be held Friday arid 9sturilay,
Army .ls visiting his mother. Mrs. background in secondary 111:thool
ter job
would get a second crack at the May 20 and 21, in the Applied 9c...fteachers
The Aesociattrin has held a num- W. A. Neiman. He has been statwat Stewart is on the Republican ence Building on the Murray State
Special murses In biology,
The Sheriff's office reported an
Orin
, ber of educational sessions since ioned at Hdlou, Germany.
party ballot also, where he is un- thavorithr eimpir In the hoe,
Nelson will report to his new base "try, physics, and earth science accident yesterday at 3:16 pm on
1963 to bring practical informateon
halve
been
designed
Virginia,
June 15,
for the pro- the College Fenn Road.
'example; gf student work from
to its members, in order to make at Fort Eustis,
gram. Murray State Ms been holdPolice maid that Mrs. Katie FerWILL SPEAK
Bethel Rehardson was elected a
16 ieshools will be dis- optometnc services more effloient
ing
Summer
GIVE PROGRAM
Institutes for the past trueon of Dexter was proceeding
director of The Kentucky Society
PElded and Judged The subject here in Kentucky, and thus pro(Continued On Page Three,
west on the Cole Farm Reed
Wayne M., Mullins, director of matter cornpetencies of the stu- vide nimbi care for the pubilic
of Certified Public Acceuntants at
The children of the Lutheran
In 5 1965 Ford pickup truck so
its annual meeting in Latuiwille on student teaching at Murray State dents will also be tested by writKinlenzarten will prevent a brief
Joseph Hargrove came out of the
Friday, May 13. The other newly University and an alurnnui at Se- ten examinations, with prises being
musical program Friday, May 20
Calloway County High School partelected directors are: L. Celerna.n dalia Huth School will present the awarded to individual student winat seven pm_ at the Lutheran
ing area. Hargrove was therkig a
Coney of Frankfort, Jesse U Den- conunencement_address at :Vidalia ners on the basis of the composite
Church, lamed at South 15th and
results of their teet scores and the
1960 Chevrolet Comdr.
horde Jr of Bowling Oreen, and on Monday evening, May 23.
Main Streets.
Rennet Lovett was skirted RE prePolice reported that Hargrove ran
the following from Louisville: A.
project judging
The public is cordially invited to sident of the Faxon 4-H Club on into the Parthenon car all he cants
The annual hornetcoming will be
Kenneth Bungee William Ia.. HamLast year, the exhibit attracted
CAR WASH
Monday and Jan:: Buetelo WR tout of the perking area. He ath.
over five hundred entries, selected held at Peeler Cesnetery Sunday, at tend
mer, Witham T Seniley, Jr., and
named
vice - president
Theresa mitted to the accident Donee MK
Harald P. Wacentson,
Trine will be a our wash at four from the work of approximately May 22 The cemetery a located
HAS OPENINGS
Parrett was elected secretary and
The newly elected officers of the nation% Saturday, atay 21 by the 13000 indwertal arts students in the about two miles east of A:mo
The right front fender, val,
A basket dinner will be served
Donald Scott was named as re- bumper and headlight on both OM
Society are: Nolen C. Allen of Lou- boys of Barkley Boys Camp Money district, The exhibit will be open to
The Lutheran Kiiiderwarten now
were damaged and the Cora& age
isville. president. Charles C. Shields raltel will go for repairs on the 'lie public on Saturday from 8.30 at noon and Rev Keith &orate
seseion.
Cathey Lovett, retiring president damaged on the hood also. Her.
of Lexington, precedent - elert; pontoon boat The stations are Har- am. to 12:00 noon and frcrn 1 00 pastor of the Bethel, Brook; Cha- has openings for the
Enrollments are now bring ac- presided and Diane Bsirkeen led in grove Eves st 915 North lath
Frank G. Overton of Lossievele aa irrovens Seanciarce Innun's Semite to 3:00 pm Visitors are extended pel, and Independence Methodist
vice preeidene Joreph C Von Le- Station In Hard ri and the Gulf a cordial weloorne to view the dis- churches, will preach at 12 45 pm. cepted For more information call the pledge to he flag Therese' Street
All persons eater Aged ln the up- Rev Stephen Mazak 753-6679 or Parretti led the 4-H pledge
hman of Shith Fort. Mitchell as Station In Ilazed A *CTC07 Of bar; PlaY. which may be seen in the
A young lady in the Hargrove
4-H leaders at ending were Mrs. car received a bump on the head
secretary. and Henry A. Cox of will be re the c camp also The cost foyer at the front af the Applied keep of the chgatery are urged to the kindergarten teacher, Milks
76E-4440,
attend.
Iris Crawford and Glen Sims,
Science Building.
Louisville as treasurer.
will be $1.00.
in the collision.
• Read at

Murray Women At
WSCS Assembly

Pledge Class Of ASA '
Honored By Alumnae class

Night
At Calloway
Is May 20

Biologist To Speak
To Group,Tonight

G
ary Turner Wins Plaque As
mlls Outstandi▪ng DE Student

Girl Scout Council
Meets On Tuesday

a

Murrayans Fined In
Marshall County

,-,cipient a

Murray State ACE
To Hold Tag Day

Winners For Ladies
Day Golf Announced

Accident Victims
Said Satisfactory

Miss Patsy Hopkins
Attends Seminar

Court Of Appeals Race Here Is Only One In
State; Brady Stewart Is On Both Ballots

113Science Teachers Will
Participate In Institute

Competition Will
Be Held May 20, 21

Don Nelson Visits
His Mother Here

Cars Collide On
College Farm Road

Bethel Richardson
Is Society Director

Regina Lovett Named
Faxon 4-H President

Annual Homecoming
Planned At Cemetery
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MURRAY, KENTUC
KY

Not All Are
College
Material

JAMES C. WILLIAMS,' PUBLISHER
We faserve tne right to reject any Auvertoong,
Letters to the Editor.
int Public Vamp it
Till• Almanac
wench, ui our uptmoo, are not for the
beet toof our reedera.
•
by Untied Press Internalises!
KAT/ONAL REPRESENTATIVES. WALLACE
WITMER CO., 1506
Today la 'Thursday, May 19,
By DAVID NYDICK
Madame Ave.. Mecatahla Tenn; TM* & Leh
the
Bidg„
Nam York, WT., 139th day of
Blieeptioneon Bids., Detroit, Micn
MN with 226 to folUPI Education Elgesialist
low.
Eacii clay too many htgh
school
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentuc
The 1/10041 a besween ites
ky, for trvoloolev•an ar
atudents are made to feel Wadelast
Second Claes Matter.
dewier and neve pis*.
quote The conatantly increattng
11111/1111101LIPITON RAT: By Cornerto Murray,
The inor.:..;ng start, are Venus
preasure to go to college education
and
per week 25c, per month
Swum .
WI& kOaboway and adjoining counties, pat
Is meow* for certain students, K
year. 14.50; newt's,.
The ev ening Neea Jupiter.
a (Oita* undesirable for others.
American plakinthropat Jahn
-The Ouniandiag aric Amai of. CassamdigI
11W doss not mean that the chtld
By GAY PAULLY
aSall
HOpintl
.
Mho
born on thv.v clay in
11111Mirila ad da Illemeinger
who wants to go to oodege and has
UF1 %moans Liditar
IS&
NEW YORK UPS — Some °Ner- the akn1. shout, be blocked. A
On Mu day in history:
THURSDAY — MAY 19, 1966
college eiliedation shoodd be avail- '
vations on the American scene:
In to. wane Boleyn, wife of
The old clounot headquartem of able to every student who us capable
King Henry VTU ot England. wee the U. S. Interna
l Revenue Service and hes the interest.
beneacled in London on charges al Ian a sign. posted.
It men be recoirnized that the
"no waking."
anntary.
Now with oinces In a new build. Mild who dose not go to college
In Wia, Wiliam Alien White. big, a taxpay
er showing up for a We many opportunities to be a
rsy UNITED raLes
lalLgii••kOAAL
edam ot the Mawr-a Ken Gaaeue, talk milt coca:mi
ners chnerning hat sunonarul citizen As a mistier of
SHADE GAP, Pa. — Dr. Gerald T. Lorentz,
commenting leaped °mamas me Committee to year's return named a hand-k4ter- fact. it he enters the field where
on the condition of Peggy Ann Bradnick
after seven clays of ennead Aneenca by Ang the Al- ecl sign which read:
he lisa illteran and Minty tie is
chained captivity in the hands of a crazed
much more likely to be succeesful
gunman:
Profanity tenably hatieldeo.'
In 1945, more thin 400 Aznencan
-She was lesra hyste5rkesil than I woild have
Man
he is pressured into a colexpected."
Superlortreas boimers staired over
Dieter's Dilemma: Why is lt that lege where he does not belong.
lawn,
attaclu
ng
Tokyo
and
laying weight goes an by the pounds and
It' is not a distract to tenter a '
WASHINGTON — Sargent Shriver, comme
nting on De- ILLIlebUi V&dg Set\ InneS
trade or non-academic field of work.
comes off by the ounces?
fense Secretary Robert S. McNamara's call to
In 1964, tun °forge Wallac
American youth
e of
Training and education me helpto devote two years service to military or peacef
ul projects: Asuman eon 4.; per cen cd the
The condor of the Yoliin. sinel& hd in any field. The Munn' vim
-From my can experience in the Peace Carps
ru..4%1 at a ya-1411•XY anise
and the war
) m nig A small gut. noticing Shot a
Mterested in becoming an auto.
on poverty I know of the tremendous need
for unselfish serv- eredymact irk. ticking Wee vitiates] feminine relative head added sev- mobile mechanic can take additionice at home or abroad. From that same experi
coo,/ r.geta. moan- eral pound.
ence, I know u.
, observed: "Yea dant al training after he graduates from
that America's youth is ready to respond."
high school or he can attempt to
have any lap."
obtain
job where he ought reA
though
t for Me day — Greek
JACKSON, Miss. — State Rep. Thompson
The ultimate in conlideme Mani calve escial trainers. There are
McClellan, urg- payserea,o, eaucvevos: ..No man
a represented by the parade isho awry techniceil needs in which a
ing Mississippi lawmakers to vote for a
bill exempting the ma to laabae pnagreas waen fit IS
worts tie crammed pundits with student can obtain additional barn.
state from the Federal Uniform Time Act
*a%
el.c.6
ue.sorea
of 1966:
taings.
tog adthcalit going to Mann
a bail point pen.
"II you want the state to operate under
southern time,
This Is not Meant to diacourage
under God's nine, vote for this bill."
Carat Afton. et the Ilinicieni college bound students nor their
liaL1 QUEL.A
numb' OPkidan aaseamor remima pare:its The student who finds acaLOS ANGELES -- An unidentified guest
at a private social
DUNNLit — Quest Igunilisaa It firm In Tobila Ohba owe up with demic wort ,ntereeting and has the
club, characterizing the prevailing !maxi
innoilinker- ability to succeed in college should
when four bandits Ina receive Wt.* (Jarman amanosa ante abseallailiall
barged into the club, forced about 75
certaanly mate every efftort, to
at.
patrons to strip and lor Ludwig ki-mird dunng Ns vent ccosullantla bad alai bre.
held them captive in the nude for eight hours
Vial whoa you Illnk You own tend.
to Lonnon next week. It was all
:
The concern here is the student
MIN auk meet, somdindy DIM%
"A bad scene."
Marken aisonesaw. artisan
will
who may have great difficulty with
ths anila^
&au meet wok Penn MOWN
Mt- •lisa tasty with keeling up with college work but is premiered to
oat Ltu and iftrann Wargligg
the &mom the mirteso you get attend for any number at reasons.
Maenad meager&
He may have Interests and abilities
sem they refinance"
''Tf you see someone without • which am ode be used In learning
FM It KILLED
and working outoade of • college
ZAHLE Leuatan PS — A lantg sue*. give him yours."
And the waders were a wall unto them
-averything axnea to him Mn situation. If a girl wants to be v
on their right band, baboonv on a Cuccrata house
autand on their lett. —Ingedielii 141:22.
hair stylist and work In a besot,
hored Tuesday, lulling tour wo- WNW while he wads."
The ancient deliverance surprises
and pleases us. Its re- men end•dead mei maim* about "The average man doesn't went parlor. she will not learn the ski.,
corded details are amazing. Yet it
and gun the needed experience .1,
is a recurring story in our 411 doers The crowd bad gathered to pacMle Ms own canoe these data
adage
lives We have known a Pharaoh
he
mints
moor
a
on
g..."
an
the
Mimeo
and an Egypt too, and have
to wawa a pawn(
How ten a parent make this dc
Your atop wont Cume in. tiM
details ct our deliverance: not by
Moses, but through Jesus ninerai promote&
you row out to meet it."
LLAEY INDICTED
110P. CORRECT
A men asked me at a party —
POUGHKEEPSIE N Y. En — -Why * it ease women wear a
TIME
LSD exptraaenter Dr. Timothy frown?" It', somethuig to thank
about
.
have
.
you
checke
d
on
Teary wee homed bere Tuesday
LEDGER•TLWLe 'isa
DAY OR NIGHT
Main to Uses Wham On Mina. for furrowed brow in the mirror
recently?
be abeam tesseenng Mom
Jack Bryan was elected last night
a police
to be the superintendent ran
It
atowie
ned
while
name
a
Oil has Mansion bast mOlitia.
of the Murray Municipal Natural
cras System with only one
Ihe former hanard Una vernty friend we. Nang graduate lest lor
diasentIng rot ebeing cast. Bryan
ano al the large Southern titulatill.
was fa: a number of years predefine was indecte
d on two counts Use and ado
a salesman In the Airlene Gas
was "ban" cif a woCompany here. At the present of preammion
of manniana. He is soma dormitory.
time he is in the insurance busine
sa away from Murray with expected to be arraig
ned later Una
about eighteen salesmen under
The
dorm
waa equipped with a
him.
met
landessas lounge Mare yam.; mai
A cloudy Armed Forces Day
greeted the 55th Engineer
Kentucky
at the weeps were permitted to
Company i Panel Bridget which
is in Murray today to help
NW with thu girl friend& The
obostrev the national day
Nue hod One strict niie—hghts
Mr. and Mrs Ornan Jackson
of Dexter Route One anand peep* out by U p. se,abatis.
nounce the engagement of their
One mecum as one Gown kegyoungest daughter. Daytha
Don, to James Donald Dowdy,son
ared. the dorm -mother" Med*
of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Dowdy
of Murray.
Mak action sad began awitchmg
ML&S Jeannette McNut
Mt lighla The couple began moving
t was installed as worthy
advlat
ie
of the Murray Assembly No. 19
toorad Me door, ingeing as the reOrder of the Rainbow for Girls.
Weans boy reasabod dap am.
MIMS Sharon Bond is the retiring
worthy advivor. Mks Wylen•
liaise the darka's Onor neat
Jrieft
— is worthy associate advisor
ION the Wor lar,-160 night,
ts Welted tack in 11111.4 Ma dabs
SIZES BLOCKAGE
'a quack use and turned to Me diBOOS Te HOLLYWOOD
WASHINGTON tPi — The Jenrector.
tax Departroszt bas ace a fend
*That," he grinned at I. WY
round V4Z In as efforts to block
one for the road."
walgtric.-DettPS —
pat/Masao of undenearld Warmer Van's memoirs. a Mak it ge Wynn ILONE,
aft hina.
err novae star now airring In Goa°nor endorsed_
MILALL CIONDIALNED
LI S. Dencost Court Judge Jo gran, tong urgal seleetese01 lidaepti C. McGonagley grasatad the liewood as tin *2 01a,
leraiweed
department a temporary mime- Amalie= Min tillittnat.
=MY MADE IN JAIL —•
Lion Tuesday on ground. Mat hoe
AMMAN. Jordan es— A Jordan....aye of counterfeiting in
Murph
y
mad
Ballys
thni
ood.
as
lame **tsar Pet* Maw Valente*
Israel mixed emblem carandenon
ea Me to Columbia. ar...
ocknow
world
War
lethed
clatter
of
thosenater, had redstart areas
condemned brad Temilay night for
ranted this lad, Jam..
a the motion picture iriclueetry." wee '
so agmement on publubing
attacking the Widerdem village of
Trembley. 21. Ali 11111 'Matti
the only appropnate ata" for tM
buck
Ralat and the Runtenelnesdfa poat the Ceatra/ Oarrett
proposed ineditute. a Nolo* of the
lonsi
Earner Mass had been given cam
lice post in the Pinewn area. The
Inettot
ion
Matern
he
al
Founda
made
tion
$5
on
In
the
the
MU
ditiestel *marvel by the departattacks dernolidied IS homes. the
lockup'. print shop.
ment to write up Valaciali mamma and Htanarutem.
punel.etud•
Hut later the department decided
isablinsuen al taw book woe be
Wijamosn" to bare enforcement atid
mann to Neck it

Observations
On American
Scene

dean? Perhaps she shouldn't. The
Mild may be ohs best judge of his
future. 'This is not to my that the
child Mould he otelePetelY izdu
pendent There is 'a need for guidance, cbacussicris and mutual agreement based up on all the available
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Mformation.
for real problems if he is forced Se
Advice can be sought from the
mocha* counsellor, teachers, prin. go
aped, and In some cams the school
The percentage of Kentucky's
paychokanat. Above all. the Mild
who lacks the motivation and abil- population which is school age (6.
I'll as 16.7. or one per cent over
the
ity to succeed in college is Madod nationa
l average.
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Quotes From The News
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eminently qualified.
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John Arna Gregory, Jr.
Nat Ryan Hughes

Qu

Wm. Donald Overbey
Wells Overbey

James M. Lassiter
Robert 0. Miller

James 0. Overby
WayIon Rayburn

George E. Overbey

Harold Hurt

8,1

Chevrolet Impala
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Why, it's you. Pulling away front
your Chevrolet dealer's,
let's tvay. Vetere got jest lite model
you wanted.(And at
such a good price.) You've Of that
Full Callsopensina
and solid Body by Fisher. (And
at ouch a pod
price.) It really make,' you feel for Se
who don't know what's going on at
t'
'
T
Chevrolet dealer's.

mew
Move out in May Su your Chevrolet dealer!
the
• •
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4.11.11091.
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We know him to be completely
capable and
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Look who's behind the wheel tv

"1 WAS 50114 TO RAtSi KEW" is the menage on tram t irwea
worn by Mrs levetya
1)ki•ds tl,, 4rpurat. i,-5d1ty. at the third annual staiireh
iAckirs meeting of the Cornrou
nications Satellite Corp I. S',ithinirtoo
also wears an orange pith bonnet
, reel dentskirt, black stockings and white hoc,ta.

the
be(
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Court Of Appeals Of Ky.

PEOPLES BANK
.t

Chevrolet Key

tva

Or
Re

75376363

lanes • droving tip passed Wont
by the Kentucky Department of
Pubbc Sneer
A rearend tedihma grdeabh weal
kill you but will put • dent in your
wenn, is WE as your oar Bew can
you awed anamanadado sar
&Iwo'
Waled Shen be Jena set Ns fendoes
without, awning? ihiNalliened
Safety Council inn ygg sinedd 01newt Una the driver ahead
wth brabe walnut werittng With
dila la mind. try le keep an interval of use car length tar every ien
mine of almed bentreen *wand the
neat ear. TN* say wain have ma
pie gene and apace to react safety
an emergency.
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GARY TURNER . . .
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(Continued From Page, One)
Jerry Bowden, manager of IGA.
Bill Jeffrey presented statistical
informatim and announced the awards. He reported that the 20 students hid worked 13.987 hours and
50 minutes through five six-weeks
periods. They earned a total of
$15,781.49 averaging $1.14 per hour.
A survey of the ways in which
this money had been spent revealed
8.C5°: savings; 17
car; 1125ei,
gas; 3% insurance: 30.75,
1 clothes;
3.5% vacation:
entertainment;
2.8% school and 1226i rniscellaneOna. The four students with the
highest number of hours were Turner, 1184 Ileum, $140771: Dennis
Ward, 1051 hours, $1,340.88; Tommy Laveter. 1051 hours, 111,3071.2;
and Tony Wai-her, 866 hours, $1,133.97.
Superintendent Fred Schultz mild,
"The reason why Murray High
School was so successful in this
program was due to the cooperation of the business corammity."
Eight of the seniors will further
their erluoation. Dennis Wird has
been awarded a sc.h-earship to the
Amen -an
Baptist Setninexy in
Naehviile.
Murray High School received a
plague from the Murray Chamber
of Commerce on which will be recorded each year the "outstanding
student in D. E."
Gary received a plaque from the
People.s Bank and a personal gift
from Linclaey's Jeweler.
Twenty D. E. students. after 30
weeks of school, have worked approximately 14.000 hours at an average of $1.14 which makes a total
of $16,000 earned during the sohool
year.
Students and their employers include Rebecca Parker, Bank of
Murray. Joyce Cooper. Wallrop
Real Estate: Leeds Conninghem,
Dr
Ttsworth:
Ball
Metzger,
Kuhn's: Fietsv Jackson and Gary
Terrner,
Ricky Rickman,
Ricirmsn & N -17,9WArttlY: Dennis
Ward, I:fiery Supermarket: Hugh
Cols.on. Hnkinerrei Chevrolet: .7ames
Green, Murray Wholesale Grocery;
Ray Boren, Scott-Walgreeri; Dan
•
Taslor Motors.
Others are Tommy lessiter. /CIA:
John Lamm and Dianne Stags,
Corvette Dines; Meta Dillard. Sue
and Charlie's; Kenny Eraibblefieed,
Segue:
Tony
Weehei.i. Calms
Shope:
Teddy
Orgtelon, Dairy
galt`471 and Reggie Key.

SFFN It HEARD . ..
(Continued Frain Pare One)
teenorow sure A good old sleep
win be the cure.
And Pe he sroffs and makes no
keit . For wernmen folks is always sick. Arid MA she smiles, lets
on sheet gad, When Ma is sick,
it's not so bad.

PAGE THREE

fred Haneline.
Mrs. Lovier, age 86, died Tuesday
at the Meadow View Nursing
Home. She is survived by one
daughtee. Mrs. Malcolm WIcireth
of Long Island, N. Y., one san, Arlie 13. Lovier of Detroit, Mich., five
geandchairen, seven great grandchildren, and three great great

KENTUCKTIEWS
BRIEFS

Funeral services for Mrs. Laminder Lovier will be held Friday
at 10:30 a.m at the Max H. Churchill Funeral Home chapel with
by United Press International
Rev. Lloyd Ranier officiating. BurPROMOTIONS MADE
ial will follow in the Lassiter Cemegran& hildren
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (114. - The
tery.
Univenoty of Louisville Board of
The Max H. Churchill Funeral
Trustees Welnesday approved proPallbearers will be Cleveland Foy,
J. D. Rogers, Arlie J. Lovier. Larry Home is in charge of the arrange- maticris for 28 faculty members and
Looter, Rupert Haneline, and Al- ments and friends may call there. faculty status for 16 professional

librfAeans. A dozen faculty members were promoted to the rank of
professor, 17 to sesdolate proferear.
and 13 to assistant professor.

DISTAFF BANKERS MEET

LEXINGTON, Ky. 1.•Pl` - The
Nai:onal Association of Bank Women's Kentucky group will meet
PO FOR LIBERTY
hers Saturday and Sunday. Mn,
CINCINNATI, Ohio 'C'PD - The Rubey M. Baldwin, southern region
Post Office Department regional vice president tel the national body,
office said Wednesday that Liberty, win be the guest speaker. ComKy., will get a new post office.
puter discussions will be led oy
Bids for construction will be acCovington
cepted until June 24 for the Casey Anna Marie Farney
and Arva M. Ray of Louisville.
County building.

SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF

STEM( SA-LE
T-BONE

ROUND

SIRLOIN

$109

SELF-SERVICE,
lb. I
PORTERHOUSE STEAK
-\
PRE-PACKAGED MEATS Rump Roast
CAN BE A PROBLEM! Beef Steak

EIGHT KILLED-Eight persons, all in the same car (lower),
are dead as result of being struck by a train at this crossing
near Bowie, Md. Seven were from the same family.

113 TEACHERS . . .
(Continued From Page One)
ten years, but this is the first time
two Institutes have been planned.
Participants in the program receive financial assisiance on their
room and board, and all Morgueeared expense is provided by the
National Science Foundation and
Murray State University.
Directing the pragram is Dr W.
E Blackburn, chairman of the department of chemietry and gialegy
at MiSU. Aseaoate Directors are
Dr A. M. Wolfson, chairman of the
department of beaters:al sciences;
and Dr W G. Read. dhairtnan of
the depariment of phyla:cc.
Other members of the MSU staff
participating in the Institutes are
Dr. John Williams, Prof M P.
Pete Painzera,
Cihristapher, Dr
Prof. William Birrniey, Dr Hunter
Hancock, Prof. Annette Gordon.
sad Dr. James Kline.
Vatting instructors are Prof.
Jack Moore, Oklahoma State Univeraity, Dr. Paul Sears, University
of Keneocky, Dr_ Wendeli Deltiareus University of Kentucky: Dr.
Lyle Dawson, University of Kenmurky. and Dr. Over Towster, Vanderbilt Univereity.
Those from Caneway selected for
the Institute ir.caide:
Charles M. Archer. North Marshall High; Robert Cunningham,
cazoway Counts, Nigh. Mrs Dori
the N Lyons. sharp
,c,„meniory:

Ntifsa Bianche B. Kane, aunt of
E. L. iRode Howe of Murray, died
this manning at 7:r at the Mugray-Canoway County Hospital She
was 76 years of age arid made her
home with the Howe family here
in Murray
The deceased was a retired whool
tescber and had been here with the
Rowe family since Last July
Other survivors are two brothers, Arthur Kane of Merrorterook.
N.Y., and Harry Kane of Brooklyn.
N.Y., and rive other nephews. Charles L. O'Connor of Sin Carlos,
Calif , Gordbri M. Howe of DyersRobert J Howe of
burg, Tenn
Mahopac. NY, and Woolaley and
William Kane of Brooklen! NY
Kane was a member of the
Eft. Leo's Catholic Church where
funeral services will be held Friday
at 11 am with Rev Martin Mattingly officiating.
Interment wfil be In the Murray
Mernerial Gardens with the iiiirazaemente be the J IT Churchill
Funeral Home where friends may

AUTO SALES
515 South 12th Street

Murray, Ky.

S1.19
Lb

SUPER RIGHT
BOTTOM ROUND OR SWISS

Li

SUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED
SEMI BONELESS
(*lode Or Hell)

It's a problem...a problem we've given a lot of thought.
We think we have the answer.
We have a policy.
We put the best side (lown.
The side you Aon't see is guaranteed to be equal to
or better than the side you can see.

ALL GOOD

SUPER RIGHT
BRISKET
(Flat End lb. 794)

59c)

1 09

Lb

79c

L
Pbks $1
•
"

L9C
2 pk,
Lb'V
12i)nini t

LB. V

•
•
NEW LOW PRICE
TIDE "cm.'tour
- LIQUID DETERGENT RINSO (3 lb. 7-00 Choke
DOVE, VEL,
1-Pt., 6-0x.
FELS, JOY,
CHEER 13 lb. 6 oz.)
Bottle
IVORY. LUX
AJAX (3 lb. 1 1 4 07.)

56

75c

(Ivory, Joy or Lux _ _ qt. 81e)

FINE GRANULATED SUGAR
Is this a good reason for shopping A&P? It's one of many.

DOMINO

COLONIAL

BROWN

10-1b. bag $1.09

10-lb. bag $1.05

or 10X

COPTITIGNT•1944, Tut GOUT ATLANTIC a Metric CIA CO. INC. r

1-1b. bag
16e

(5-1b. bag 53c)

EXTRA SLIPS

JOIN THE FUN-PLAY AWARDS & PRIZES

COURT OF APPEALS ...

TO HELP YOU WIN

A FEW OF THE MANY WINNERS!

WIN
UP TO
1000

Mr. S. W.Ickler, Murray, Ky.

NO PURCHASE
REQUIRED
TO PLAY

5.00

Mr. D. C. Knouff, Murray, Ky.

$ 1.00

Mrs. Alfred Cunningham, Murray _

150.00

fr.et

Fresh Produce!

Dairy Values!

Baked Foods!

GRAPEFRUIT
SECTIONS

=
44 ITALIAN
1
DRESSING

)

JANE PARKER

CHED-O-BIT

CRISP ICEBERG

Apple Pie

Cheese Spread

Head Lettuce

39c

SAVE 16t

each
French Bread S.1"74t) 1 Lb LooI254
Angel Food Ring (1°.• E° 39(
Potato Chips'''10' 1-Lb Bo, 59(

AMERICAN or

2 77C

PIMENTO

CITIN

SAVE

Es 001 To Ti. Best
80. P1 5
11.9•11(11•11.1L
arb

29
69c
51:LbPt9S 99c

Cream Cheese
Sharp Cheese
Margarine "'"'"

2

HEADS

29C

FRESH VINE RIPPEHED

Lb 28t
Tomatoes FRESH
Yellow Corn TENDER 9 EARS 59t
194
Green Beans TENDER

Dependable Groceries!

BOLD
DETERGENT
(IP OFF)

1-Oz.
BOX

Here's a driving Up paved along
by the Kentucky Department of
Public Safety:
higheays
It happervi on our
countless times a day. A driver forgets to signal the driver behind
him of his Intention to stop or
turn The reeult: A crunching rearend collision Dce't you be respnn.
Able for ti..a kind of trouble. The
National Safety Council reminds
you to signal EVERY move well
before me make R. And try to
make all 7'oui moves motel and
anooth. This gives the driver behind the extra time and space he
needs to avoid you.

67c

SOFT
1-1B.CTN.

45C

-

A PAK SALTINE

100Z.
-

1

(HALVES)

113-LI

STRIEPAANN ZESTA
16-0.. Box

p uffs FACIAL(2TitIS
0S4U
0ES

SUNSHINE HYDROX
16-0r. COI. Bog

g .
200

o __HEAVY DUTY FOIL

E

ZUCCHINI

Folgers
Instant Coffee Folgers Coffee
ECANTER

ALP BARTLETT

Pears.
Crackers
3 6z $1"
2 el 35t
Chmi.:Hro. 4•o„si
p g rnTSu FigNewtonir
s c.„.39c
33c
g
189c Crackers
White Cloud..42
A (:7;
1 79c
45c
9,(2-Ply), Cookies
Wrap.a•R:1514
Squash
Tomatoer"TiELbSTEWED29 Reynolds
•
csiscoSH°RTENING 3Lb.c.,87t

PRICES IN THIS AD EFECTIVE THRU SAT.. MAY 21

Blue Bonnet
Margarine

YUKON CLUB 12'Lo
n:. 85c
Beverages
CI 54
Mayonnaise KRAFT
CHAMPtopr
2.
.
LI.
3
losto
(3 Pock)
.$1.00
Fig Bars
Shortening•IHITE BEAUTY 3Lb con 59c

ARISTOCRAT

NB. TIN

79

*

1.11 Con

JUNE WOMANS DAYNOW ON SALE - ONLY 15t

LITTLE FRISKIES

Cat Food
HI. sox

29c

PILLSBURY BEST

Flour
PLAIN
UaC

SELF KIS.

*

.Sunnyfield FLOUR
Self-Ris.
Plain
5-1b. bag 51b. bag

4‘45,

5
.6
BLobo

.47,

La95

4IMIP

99t
89t

Lb

2

(14-6.750

SUPER RIGHT SKINLESS

Simple? as ABC.
Effective? No more gamble.
Fair and square? Sure because "We Care."

CASH

HATCHER

lb.

SUPCR RIGHT
BONELESS BEEF

Cube Steak
Hams
Sliced Bacon
Corned Beef
Wieners

You can see the top side of the meat but not the bottom.
So you wonder.
The steak looks good, but is the bottom all bone and fat?

(Continued From Page One)
The Western Kentucky Paricwae
brought in $146.810 in April 1955.
Oabnrne has been critical of Ste.
Tho April the take from tolls was
D. Terry Shelton, Murray Floh;
$186,073
WI's vote with the other exiges
DougSas G. Tucker, Calloway CounIn enposing the 100 per cent rulty High: and Mai A Weaver, MurTee Mountain-Perkway brought in
ing.
ray High.
Ciaborne, 46, raid he Is bitterly
aOleist $100.000 in toDa in April.
appowd to the asseesinent If electNote fermi teacher: Mary is a good
ed, he contends he will seek to
worker but she talks too much,
nUflify the ruling
Reply from father: You should
indications of a tight race become over and meet her mother,
- evident earlier ekes week
Final rites for Master Bobby Ray when Gov. Edward T Breathitt and
Teenager, tearfully to mother: Not Lee were heed today at 130 pm, fanner Gov Bert T Combs anonly has he broken my heart and at the Scotus Grove Cemetery 'with nounced they would headline a
wrecked my life but he's spoiled Dr. H C Chiles offiniating.
fund-rakeng dinner for Stewart.
my whole evening.
The eight months o'd son of Mr. Friday night
Breathitt is making no secret of
and Mrs. Billy Joe Lee of Murray
NOW YOU KNOW
Route Pour died Monday at the his preference In the contest. It is
by United heal International
University, of Kentucky Hospital, the only race in the ti11111.7 in
The nose on the Statue of Lib- Lexington, where he had been a which the governor le croft parerty Is four feet, six inches long.
heart patient for about six or seven tisan.
iitewalt Weiss he. been .10110
weeks.
The
Illalort-Coieniran
Funeral justice, of the court on a rotating
Home had change of the aersinge- basis He joined it In 10150 after
moving 17 years as MoCracken
merits
County judge
The district includes the counPLANT OPENS
ties of Ballard, Caldwell, Calloway,
American Carlisle,
PLORENICE, Ky. TH
Christian.
Crittenden,
City of Murray business
Sign Industries Inc formally open- Fulton, Gravers Hickman Hopkins,
ed its new plant in the Florence Livingston, Lyon, Mar-hail, Mc privilege and vehicle licBidu.Fitrial Park Wednesday The Cteaoken. Wallenberg. Trigg. Union,
firm produces illumiruated plastic and Webster
enses are due. 10'„ penalsigns for advertising The company,
The only tither rare is in the 3rd
which employs 160 persons, is the Appegate Deer:et of Jefferson
ty will he added June 1st.
llth plant to locate in the Indust- County, where Janice W Stites, a
,
tiai mirk
former appeals Maze. and Samuel
Stein feld, a Louisville attorney,
are °wearer each other on both the
Denoocretic and Republican ballots.
Bah are running for the seat
now held by Chef Justice John 0.
Moremen, who Is not seeking reelection
Incumbents John P153971070 of
Henderson is unopposed on both
imitate for the 2nd Appel/ate District seat as Is incumbent James
B Milliken of Cold Spring for the
6th District poet.

FOR YOUR CAR
We want to buy 50 used cars, any
make or model! Top dollar will be
paid.
* CASH ON THE SPOT *
HURRY . . . HURRY
SELL NOW!
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SUPER RIGHT BEEF

Miss Blanche Kane
Dies Early Today

NOTICE

•
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Funeral For Mrs.
Lovier Is Friday

Final Rites For
Infant Boy Today
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Mrs. Henry Elliott
Gives Program At
Circle I Meeting
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LONG-RANGE FORECAST

WASHINGTON
— Below nor.
DEAR ABBY: Pleine tell that,
mai runiftdi Is predicted for the
young lady Mime baby v.-as a few
Atlantic (-1.--'011, states and the fa:
dam overdue With ber husband
gone nine Maths and three days Southwest from mid-May to nod.
June, according to the weather buthet the nand not be concerned.
reau.
recne
os
The
Tbi
theoliwz
monscai
of
ustion
our snutes,
The bureaua nod-month 30- day
and with otaintries of the world
forecast, noised Monday, said subpee
normal tetuperaturts aLso were in
m 11 month Sr humans.
proelpect in the Middle and NorthIt as a medical fad ttiat
chdd ern Atlantic Coast states and also
own be oersted that long. llettaistear- in the western quarter of the nation.
nr-biav corned a baby
full 10,
4I
been
111111=11111111111111(11110
nY4atAilL 1" *le bad
znerribi
Deg mare at the time.
bAU3. 0. G. S, GULFPORT,
MISS,

1 Olielle I 01 the Woman's Society
1 Of Clutenen Service cif the First
Methodist Munch met TuesdaY afi ternoon at two-thirty o'clock In
I the social hall with Mrs. Burnett
Wertereield. et:au-man. presiding.
The meeting was opened with the
members Mining In singing the
song, 'Take Time To Be Holy"
with Mrs. Keys Putrell at the Pieno. Mn. E. A. Lundquist gave the
devotion taken fromthe prayer mi.
&Wiz and she (eased with pram.
lenne. Marc a Lynne Bnno. e. Juno
By Abigail Van Buren
A very interesting and infixesof Ain T. H. Hoenve program on "John, The AposDEAR ABBY: My daughter goes I Gus has probabl) been needbid
rierne was the honoree at a detle" was presented by Mrs. Henry
seth a gal who goes enough already, bat suggest it anyto sae
e/ern:11y panned ahOlver he/el $it
Trambledt! Write to Abby, Box
Itillott A prayer clamed her diaaround tenni; al he bogs if they way.
the K_rinity S.haal on Friday. -Meg
LAUNDRY Si: CLEANERS
Los Angeles, Cal., 90116.). t or
1 math. and the group sang "More
mut urchnig imatedge she can
a parsosial rupt,r, intim° ft stamped,
13. at seve-s-thirty otioct in the
Love To Tbee"
• ••
gat it tar *OIL IMO bongs dist she
aull-eibineeed envelope.
evenitig.
f_ UMW the binuleas at—"nMae.
1.00 worth at MONA Mwetry
-The liellasmia .ar the peenagehli
""neDEAR
Lawton Aleaander. treasurer,m
•••
Alit3Y:
My
nusband
f—r
ga
PICK-UP & DELI% ERY
and thaira shehie...allogealeted
41111011600 Oars he =
IL Of he
seems to think I'm a masted-in. He
• report or the finances for the
Sun sttres.
hilt Park Amilist
Rate to write le.ters? Send $1 to
wan trus Lynne 'pie and man,
past year. Pledge cards were signShe .s A pret
Abu Ronthe doom to wear for
and aosam but if I'm dtad tired
ed for the coming year.
at :nen he Abba,.1tua
Los Angeles, CAL,
the braid eallin a 'Deny yellow
from a very MOD fetnlity. Mg wgin N. fourth St.
tels me not to wart so hard. He's alla6a, tor Abby's
The bat. Mrs. Leen= Megbooklet, "Hew to
age in buy her anything shit
dotted wogs dram with Dog mile
ander, Mrs.'Henry Moth Ithill Ma
a gnat one for inviting crnarde cd
sb
damns Her acammeses were yen
masts She to • Juane In hitt penple
rue Letters tor AU 0"'°""s."
Lavid Henry, served reermbiagola
1•01110101141111110ililokiall
homeLs' dr,r.r.s and supper,
thinan Abby. thotild I tett her but
and her languid.' adt corsage
to the twenty-twa membais and
when the g:acery and liquor
••••••*
gas el yellthiaernations.
tos:the' tin afraid she might hurt u.
• one new member, Mrs. Jells liatiis ramie he says I am t--y.net to
Her mother, Mrs. R. J Iturpoe
her p:reres, or herself if this con- send
han to the pacch.iuse
erzson. slater of Mrs Dewey Jones.
was attired hi a yeLow whippet
rhinos No name. please.
• ••
He nagged ale for years to beatliggil OMNI Mid her hootessM gat
WINSLOW. MAINE
me "active' in CantallitICA) promaiumm
DE iR WINKLOW: The child
CIIIMILL.A1111
l'Atts
ell electric bhayers
Gimes were playea with ?dm
mule be sea. Of course you should Hcos. but if he ca.r.s the house axed
Kepa.ring - Jewelry Repairing
I'm
nr:t
home
h.
ra,sea
the rya.
Wayburn Wyatt. Mrs. Raymand
Sell her en. ther. If It were
daughter, wouldn't you appreciate If we've hod a late everang he tells
Markman, and Mrs. Addle Jones
ose
not
t.3
get
up
early, but he
being the recipients of the pram_
the troorrunion?
r•
trawls late a lair if he has t.
lhe hanaree opened her gifts
The Hanley Inn was the scene
• ••
make
Ins
own
breakfast,
Haw c
'lancet had been phiced on a table
LEE LARKS:NCI. - OWNER
of the dinner meeting held Monday
te'..1 liar in panm ainguage th
overlaid iilth a Mate cloth.
everung at six o'clock by the DorDEAR ABBY: When Csess•asione
Tires
Batteries - Pickup & Delivery
migiemn?
am
no
Redredamonts of Ina iniatal cakes.
cab Sunday School
a
the home from • canvenhon trio I'
• -BE SURE WITH PURE- . . . at
nun. truths. and Yelth'e
NO
ILeGICIA
N
Last Baptist Church.
thought he acted kind of funny
Punch were
4th &Elm Street
753-9194
served Beta ftw
covered ant,
Mrs Luther Dunn. teacher of the It was two weeks before I found
DEAR NO: He knows it. If you
•
a while Weft aod centered with
Open 7 Days A Week ti to II - Sunday
to 6
class, was the °motion-Li speaker out why. It seems a hunch of the were, you'd have made him
divarrangelleant al thilloor flowers.
for the evening The subject 01 toys sent out cne itgat and gat
Amiselog to the serving and enInspiring taik was "Be At- lakthed Well, Gus had • pair of
tertaming were Muss Ka)
red his' te!nand on ha seat. He
Nis name Story. Miss Phy11.•
The class pre:ea:thin Mrs. Cock i01he inked Ter a man but the
Perry, and Ws Janice Tayher M.
onaters, presided Mrs Rudolph arena gave hen the lion
niette Medd kept the register
Howard lei the opening prayer.
Out ss,s he is sorry, and he
•
• ••
The tanies were decorated Melt wears a large band-aid over It so
Arrangements of roses Covers wars •"PIM% nuke me mad everytnne
aid for twenty-Tithe persona.
I are it Is there any way xi get
Mesdames Henry W wreak Leon that nanno off his behind?
Cattle. Charles Sexton, Luba MeBITS'S WIFE
Danael.
DEAR WIFE: Tea. Gus can have
Hapton, Marne I.
ind
Joe Parker were the hostemes
ilermaistegist (skin speriallsn
The Coldwater Community Part
for the waning.
lance a ailky-ardored liquid halo
was the rneedng pace for the meetfla "gram" Ihs balsa
ing er the homemakers club held
air. and Mrs. Robert Edward Vaughn
mitt • wing* aliziih and silver
Tueida,v afternoon at one o'clock
candelabra A white four tiered cake
soul the theon on (*ndoor CooklIss winkling of Mass Mary He:en of Kocavine,
Term.. a fraternity was decorated
ery' be
with pale yegow rosprepared and demon- P.of isadinolle and Robert brother. Ushering
at the cerem,orry es and :awed
strated by ;be Seam Wray. Mrs. Odiment theighn of Murray was
with wthte wedding
were Dan Lccithart Tom Brady
bells Mints of green and yellow
Cone. Bane&
solithonet1 at four o'clock in the of Louisa-inn
Thursday. May 11
and Ronnie Cnneitowere served along with mixed omit..
Mrs Vann edema. be
The Annie Annstreng and Ethel
for atheennon on Saturday. AMR I.
!Paler. 1.azdartch, also a IamerniitY and
fruit
pur-ch. Tiny petit fours. Harmon Circles of the Hazel
the
horth
Avenue
Mrs. Hemel m
Metisidin brother of the groom.
Bapadded to the retreehmentia were tist Chards will meet at
servuu he
diacken, steak, Cheek, Louistale Dr. Prod PlietMe church
The bride. given In marnage by
Individual
ly decorated with small annex at ten am. to study the book,
and kalsoren asalfts. and drinea war. inzileter at the chunk
her father. wore a floor length
gold rugs, birds, or bells
As the had me being pile& fionted at die candleliatit mann dress
-Meet The Aineetolin Jew". Zech
of lace over earleta with a
Following the reception. close fit- one
i
the businges smith um held. New WSW earamony
to bring a sack lunch.
panel of sat:in faallog in the back
seeds and renasves were served a
anacilito One erected three WNW
"
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tress the waist. tilar carried white
The
bride
is
:he
buffet supper at the borne
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bent regtheol Nue ribbons for sjegThe
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'emitter= Mtn! surrounded W
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bride's parents.
Club will meet at the City Part at
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entire
group
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school
year
Safety
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ingle strand a mann oft
!Abel Elimisdi.
Catiel aligieg.. chine by
from then at Southern High
Duch „nd moo,. the vocal
• The Susanna WealeY Circle of
Setion.
Mrs Mahe
FliqUa.
11111.111
..... art's -Alisluss were Presented
The mummer will be weed In the Paris Clusarict of the lienhodist
b3
Her attendants we floor length
Adman NIL ORM*
Murray where Mr Vaughn will March will meet at Dreaden,
Samuel Hodges. onallist. sad
; turquone dresses and carried ban
Vrelan Adele% Ma
Leme*em, Welke saDrann A 000
rrogimboral kets of white yelkor centered thin complete his wcitk as a master's Tenth. with Mrs. Atm Pugh as
SAWN Diem and Mra.
heron preceded the s—
candidate and Mrs Vaughn will hostess at 10:30
---'by ns
May allinalsia Mrs Lucille Baswork toward Ian master's at Mug•••
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tes. was • 111/111f.
The mother of the bride wore •
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The Home Department 01the
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ennra.s parents
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'. The groom's father was unable to
Witham R. Van Meter at one p m
Mrs Wiliam Henry CPI Louisiana ' fur
the
Cook _
lemon on ..onthooe. CookMrs. Robert W Curne, ester of attend due to 111
:
1=38
Ido sister of the groan. &Innen
Mr and Mrs Lee Ousrlea. Mins the bride_ was the macron or bon
Mrs
Vaughn in 'hie entertaining as
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June Omsk.* and itan Colleen or Also attending the bride was
MY. Vasiehn was unable to attend
SiOare loft Sunday far • taro
Saturday, May 21
her cousin Mao Harriet Hitchner
The reception took place in the
inenaptiai Parties
sliast1011 toOrandu. Daum. and - cif
The Jeneseunniadison Day dinpeeler of Me church
The untie was higoored at two
other points In Plorsch
Inc best man was Jerry A Rose
The serving Mine was decorated Dense% Preceding the wee& of the ner will be hid at the Merit Club
wedtkrig Mrs Logan Jones and Home, Mayfield, at seven pm. This
Mrs Robert Dever were hostesses ▪ aponspored by the First District
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be in attendance.
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The Alpha Department or the
aturray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house for it. luncheon
meeting at noon. Hastassis are
Membienes C. L. Sharborougg, 801burn White, Rue Overbey, M. P.
• Each tool has a pow.
Clinsumber, and Hunter Hanotrat
APPLE CIDER
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H. P. General
•••
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Electric motor.
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LINDSEY'S JEWELERS
"Manufacturers of Diamond Rings"
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Dinner Meeting
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Termite & Pest
Control, Inc.
PRONE 753-7990
Member: Murray Chamber
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tnursty Country Club
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Jim liludcat' Grant Is
Singing Happy Tune
Today; Has 2-3 Record

r

lea Dodgers 6-4, Housten swept a
Dick Groat reached a personal
nair from Chinn°. el and 4-2, milestone of 2,000 hits said
Bill
Philadelphia overhauled St. Louis White homered and drove in three
4-3 and Cincinnata clipped the New runs in the Pheacletphia comeback_
Veva *ph en in other NL games. White tied the game with a two.
Kamm0kg won a doubleheader run circuit in the sixth and drove
By JEFF MEYERS
inning. The Boston right/ander, fourth stemma and their seven total
it-ocnOallitarcuas 7-1 and 7.4, in In the winning run on a fielders
UPI Sports Writer
who hit 11 round-trippers In the runs marked their highest our-rune
the Arumitan League. 112sewhere, choice in the seventh as reliever
Jim Grant is singing
bappy last vrto seaeons, slanuned his sec- output et the yew.
iLitioarda mauled use Ctuoago Ray Culp won he first game.
tune today to the accompaniment ond of 1966. Wilson and Minnesoues
Kansas City duplicated its scor%Wei aisie 7-1. Boston edged linti- s The Reds cashed in on rine walks
ot. those long-silent Minnesota bats. Jim Kaat are the only active ma- ing feat Ni the nightcap as
eligne na in 10 immune Wattungton and emitter Ellie fourent pitching
Mike
Grant, a tep-billed nightclub en- tte' league pitchers to have hit Hershbenger drove in three
nipped Cleveland 4-3 and the Yank- to record their fourth
runs
straight victertainer in the off-meson. has bean home runs in each of the last five with a doable and two singles.
ees ladied Detroit 7-2.
Rick
tory and 10th in their last 12 amsinging
the
blues
during
the
1908
OIMPSJSr16.
Reschank
%Wade Woodeard also drove in tests. Ellts struck out seven and
rapped his 10th homer
campaign became the Twins were
Winning Hit
of the meson for the Angels.
two inns for the Braver, with twh sealked three in winning Ida
first
not
supporting
him
at
pleite.
the
doubbia as Ken Johnson Veered game since April 24 and bds second
Pete Richert's run-scoring single
SKIN ITCH '
Although boasting a 2.03 earned
his reined at 3-3. The low went to
five 1088156.
DON'T SCRATCH IT!
run average, /Amnia owned a 2-3 In the sixth-inning proved to be
Vernon Law, who was making his
Sersael
the winning tally for Wmhenton.
uss
sprawl.
Istaellas,
musing
record.
tinit alert KUM April 13 after beYOKE
APO,' aukk-Or)ing ITC-NThe defending American League Richert, coasting along with a 4-0 YE-NW P.in.
la•aesdl. Itching saki. Sows
ing disable for lb days with a
champions, however, flexed their lead going into the ninth, gave up Is Raoul., sad aathooptir sellout Woo
atraned lett aide.
•urr4 healing. Floe for otarma. howl
mundee Wednesday night by belt- a three-run pinch-hit homer by bite• too{ itch. other
surface noises.
Capitalise on Errors
Rocky
Colavito.
Centerfield
If not pl000r4. your 4Me back at
er
Don
ing
two
home
runs
to back up
ony
The Giants ranuestlized on four
d rug •tare. TODAY at Rolland
Lock
preserved
Richert
's
Drug
fourth
vicGrant's
four-lut
pitching
and whip
Coon won.
Les Angeles errors to wore three
tory by making a leaping catch of
Chicago
7-1.
uneareed runs euroute to their
The Twins, who lost seven of Duke Sims' home run bid with two
victcry. Two vf those errom—by
eight during the first two weeks of out in the ninth.
"MARK EVEIVY tatAVIs )
J3111 Lefebvre and Run Fairly—
Mel Stottlemyre, staked to three
the Demon, in the midst, of a four.
ountributed in San Franeveses tour.
game winning streak and have unearned runs in the first inning,
runeighth inanag rally. Lindy Mc}mimed into fourth place, fair went an to even his record in 3-3
Daniel. the second of tour Glenn'
games behind the league-leading by allowing the Tigers only five
hurlers, maned has second win.
Cleveland Indians. A prolcaged hits. Roy White hit an inside-theThe gunmen; Astros crept to
team tatting slump has shackied park home run and Tom Treat
By Lulled Press International
within ne games of the Glenn
"MISS U.S.A. A GOGO"—Three candidates for "Miss U.S.A."
slammed his first homer of the amlanneeota'
s pennant drive.
Since 1886
American League
with cheer Lein vineries. Dave
May 21 loosen up with a dance on the sands of Miami
win for New York. Bel Freehan's
AL
Action
W. L, Pn...
Giueu beaten el seven tuts in pastBeach, Fla. From left: Randy Beard. le Kissimmee, "Miss
two-run homer accounted for the
19 7 .731
ing he fourth runny in the opener Cleveland
Florida"; Dorothy Pickerel, 19. Edinburg, "Miss Texas"i
Elsewhere in the junior circuit. Detrott runs.
18 10 443
and old pro Robin Roberta. with Baltimore
Heston shaded Baltimore 2-1 in 10
Am Hunter of the A's struck out
Judith Wolski, 18, Honolulu, "Miss Hawaii."
Builders of Fine Memorials
17 11 .007
relief help from Claude Raymond. Dentin
innings, Washington nipped the In- a career-high 10 batters and allowPorter White - lnanager
16 11 .5'77
notched his 284th career triumph in Minneasta
dians 4-3, New York toPPed De- ed four hits in winning the opener.
California
1 1 1 Maple St.
17 14
See
the nightcap.
7S3-2512
troit 7.2 and Kansan Cite Beene The A's soored four runs in the
13antaago 2.1 vs. Barber 2-0
St. Louis — 12 17 .414
Chicago — 14 13 .519
'a pair from California, 7-1 and 7-4.
COI* games acheduled)
Menge —
Waerangion — 11 18 .379
6 22 214 1454
ki the Naticoal League, Ben
Friday's Games
Wednesdays Relallts
Kamm City — 11 18 .379
P'rencisco edged Los Angeles 8-4.
Cleveland at Chicago, night
Houston 5 Chicago 1, Lst
New York — 11 19 ..157
Anent* tripped letteburgei 4-2.
chattel-ma at. Wanurigton. night
Houston 4 Chicago 2,
Bosun
9 21
200
Cirscumati deeiskned New York
Detroit at Baltimore, twenight
Cincumati 4 New York 2, night
Wednesday's Resella
4-2. Philadelphia nipped Rt. Louis
Minnesota at New Yoh, night.
Phila. 4 St Louts 3, ante
Boa & Bak. 1, night, 10 inns.
4-3 and Houston won a doubieheedKansas Oaty at Boston. night
Anent& 4 Pittsburgh 2, night
%Wallington 4 Clevelend 3. nnba
er from Chicago, 5-1 and
CI
Ben Fran. 6 Los Mag. 4, night
New York 7 Detroit 2, Might
Grant, whose off-amain group is /
National League
Inareilans PreiaMe likeees
ktiimesoui 7 Chicago 1, night
known
as
-Mudrat
seal
his
FatW. L. Pet. GB
C..seinnail at View York—Moot, nes
Kan. City 7 Calif. 1, 10., terl.lkeht
e,' went the mute for the third
Ban Fran — 23 10
6e7
—
eg.
Kan. City 7.
if. 4, nall. Dien
tame—all winning games —
Houston
20 12 .625
and
2t,
Eleselon at Maw — Farrell 1-1 Snack out
Teenday's Probable Menem
six. Killebreves homer,
Les Angeles — 18 15 .546
5
Meads
vi,
1.3
or !Nail 14
Chicago at Menrinsota — Jobe
No.
299
of
his
career,
scored Tony
Peulacielphia — 15 13 .536
fee
AIL Louie at Philadelphia, night Oliva,
1-2 va. Perry 1-0.
who leads the mayors with
Pitteutanti — 16 14 .533
Ms —A. Jackman 2.1 vs. L Jackson 1-4.
Witalungton at ClevelareL night
a
311
average.
Cumuniati — 14 15 .483
7
Ina leranengio at Les Angeles,
---McCornuce 2-3 ve. Tient 3-1.
Run Wilson limited the Orioles
Atlanta —16 19 .457
8
nligne—Clibbon 10 vs Koufax 5-1. to
Beaten at Baltimore, night —
seven hits and won his own "(nine
New
York
—
11
14
.440
8
Idurray State University we de40nly pions scheduled)
with a lead-off homer in the 10th
clared Western Deism baseball
iiiainpion of the Ohio VaRey Con•
ference Wednesday ellernoon after
postponement a( dee Maarray-Au.
sun Peay dotikkitadar.
Murray was elmelareduhamps with
•L 74 Mord by
rule thee
allows
da1111100111 to be named
before KW fledelledf the Meier 12game semin U et the issit psesible
date the schedule is incemplete.
Millis In CifelliOr DM at all the
OVC oakum and this weekend is
the LA pavane date for the de
via= pineoffs.
Marne will meet the winners of
the linetern Division.Iniatern
Malin Ni a doutdebeader at 1 p m.
Friday In a beet two out, of three,
series. The third game, if timer
eery will be played.teiturday.
Inietray has been: the- Western
'Derision baaebaU desnip the neit
four years in a row. and has won
the OVC championship two of the
Lad three years
The 'Racers met Eastcen last yeer
in the playofts also Eitstern won
the Wet same and Murray the het
two for the OVC crown.
Austin-Peay lion second place In
the Western Drennan. Middle Tennessee wan third. and Western Kentatok;y fourth place.
Rndiirn.- Wiifitucky won the East.
ern Division with a 9-3 record.
'

Writer
itenre ninnies ceerished dream
selriple erown tine is in danger
ontaininneatiered by a stumble at
the gate
Aaron. the brilliant outfielder of
the Atlanta Braves. rmenhers the
rive of • National League champAslup in neuter avenge, homes
and rune batted in ealleng lbla
or three most impenitent goals in
nenur leinue oatesr.
But he needy
32 lath 12 be/
league eaniPaigns behind him and
there's no ume like the present to
Reel* thee amintion. ibe only
problem is that while Henry still
llitar the ball as far as ever,
caki
aaLt doing it quite as -often.
nip; the major leaguer in
home runs with 13 and his RBI
total of 25 is the beat In the senior
eninit, but the gpreartili slugger
en the Menlo& swing * struggling along with a 2211 avaliage alter
3.5 gianies—a di MIA tor a
player whose lifetime inest of 320
is the beat
alighte Sawa
at Leedlieen
ills•A Brave's Win
Orhe perennial All-Star homered
and doubted in four M bate and
Wove in two.runs Wednettny night
to lead the Braves to a 4-2 victory
ovai'llitehunn id** boosted At..
hula Intgi ineventh place eight game
betund the pacesetung San Prate
emu Cliesen.
I
The Giants topped the LOS Ange.

lin

[i.

rad.

I

Rpoiria

Murray Marble
Works

MSU Racers Are
Named Champs,
Oiterl'esterday

•

awl

Attention Boys!

An excellent paper route in Murray is
open. We need a good responsible boy
for this route immediately. Qualified
boy can start at once. Please apply in
person at the Ledger & Times office.

All in favor of happy, wholesome Sealtest treats...
raise your hand!

fe

•

TO TOITII1 V. S. S. IL
,

s

WASHINGTON
— The AmerBallet Theater will be the first
group to go to Rumen under the
new 1966-1967 U. Selione. culture'
exchange agreement The troupe
Will snake a six-week tour beginning June 15.
The State Department said Monday the troupe wouid present 31
performances. begimung 111 Mustcow and including stops at Lenininset. Key, Musk and Kharkhov.
Cihe Boishot Ballet, the ring RusAla presentation under the new contract. aireacn is touring Inc United
States.
ake:111

Get the best...get

ATIIIJILTE'S FOOT
TILI.AT IT FOB 48e

4

%pp), I nst nnt•dry hng 1-4-1.. a botch of
I.esn leol• In ale
. 11.4 It 1.5• Add
elrek II,h. burelag Is MJI•I TIM.
I, 3 la 3 &Ir.. latealed skin slasish• aft.
•1•11 H) 11.1St skim •ppeor; If not
$.
.1•4 h loll IN ft‘lo: Hal a. pmeor vs. emelt
al *sly drug rolonle.r. TOW%
of Holiand
ivrim
orn pony.

So delightful...so-convenient in handy millti-paks!

J.0.Patton
Realtor
il

el

If You Don't Know Real
Estate, Know Your
Realtor!
te
en.. lachern, 11 weer
es-.
02 S. 4th Street

set

tifte va-vms

II

Sealtest Sack e Sundaes...,
Sr indiedual sundaes to a
sack , Two great flavor combinations Strawberry or Choce
late topping over Vanilla!

Sneed Toffee Punch Bars.
.. Creamy, crunchy taste sen•
seen! Delicious Sealtest Toffee Ice Cream with a toffee.
sprinkled chocolaty costing.

Sea lest Clime-Nut Send e
Seallest Vanilla Ice
Cream with a chocolaty tope I
and lots of crunchy nuts. All
this and a honey-roll cone, too.

Sealtest Ice Cream Sandwiches.
...Smooth, creamy Sealtest Vanilla Ice Cream between flavorrich chocolaty wafers. Abso
tutees positively delicious!

Scatted Ice Cream Bars—,
Lots of wonderful Scaliest Vas ...
fella Ice Cream, lavishly topped
with a chocolaty coating. Buy
'em by the ""v—kids love 'ern!

Sealtest Wreck
Mem,
nen, good l Melt in your mouth
chocolaty tudgecles that alltime favorite of everybody—
now in handy Multi-peel

Sealtest Popsicle 4,e— frosty.
thirst quencher Popsicletein
a variety of great flavors in
eluding real orange, grape and
lime! Sealtest-wholimeme-Bood!
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•
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By relied Press Internatiosuil
WASHINGTON IPI- Paci.,ry Inre by 11170 mills-v. on a
1191• 1601101119 1114.1Wiled basis in March,
So, imise rate as In Peary, the

9, 1985

FACTORY OUTLET STORES

0111111111111100
Depsithoweit
resorts.
Dental fementory aseasillatioe aiowed mazer sharply during the moo-

—
—
—

PADUCAH --MAYFIELD -- FULTON --MURRAY

th.

Finds themselves over-bought-over-stocked
-over-loaded (the rains hove prevented many people from shopping for
their new spring and summer
clothing) and must quickly reduce Inventory
by sacrificing thousands and
thousands of dollars worth of fresh, new, first quality
merchondise through a
gigantic and unprecedented.

WAER8LNOTON — The Supreme
Omut Isms kipheld the 1964 ceder
by the Secunues and Exchuggs
Olemnimion directing the New
shod Electnc Briteln to dims' S
.
milt of its gas utility oststillerise.
Tim docistan plIWIS the san for
HNC astitsisSo awl other utility
hobling eggelpeisige to make abetdneotaktrea

NEW YORE — Ilesegent dheineer
Phuns J Levin imit•mod
hes
fight against the Maliselpsisteg of
Iletro-Croldw%-n-Marne,,
sibs
faders] Jude- Edward 111eLems tunsed down his request to MAIM M. G.
M to separate two propmak
expansion of the company: stock

THITTISDAY - MAY

meemommmimmammi
- emmonnmommuommumonmonmilmnimmil
,mitit
.._
—
.
.
_—
_—_— Here Is An Announcement
.
Of Tremendous Importance To Thrifty People Everywhere
—
—
—
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DUUNS BOGGED SLOW—A Lou Angeles-bound train
from San Diego eases past a cliff
at
San Clemente where two homes are
crumbling as a result of rain-triggered
earth slides.
The trains have to throttle down to
lOmph

STARTING FRIDAY, MAY 20th --- DOORS OPEN 9 A.M.

because vibration might trigger more
slides.

to be voted on May M.
BMus rose 120 per cent. Chairman
In 1966.
CHIcAo0 — Sears. Roebuck and Austin
T. Otaltanan toid the annual um group
CO had a 101 per oent rise in earn- meeting
he is reunng at the end _over had
ings for the fire querter of 1906 of the year.
Kentucky

36 per cent of the grow- As late as 1930. however, the proof Americans aged 65 or portion of older men in the labor
full time lots, sirs the force WWI 54 per cent.
Corcantssion on Aging

1111111111111!111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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STOCK REDUCTION SALE

It. embarrassing, but a fact. We simply let our imagination run
away with us and bought too much—way too much—stock for this
season. Because of it we now find ourselves behind the "eight-bail,"
and know that we are going to have to take a "licking." Yes,
we are
going to have to turn fresh, clean, Spring and Summer 1966
merchandise into cash in a hurry—and we know that only sensationally LOW PRICES will do the Jojb. So. here it is — one
of the
GREATEST BARGAIN EVENTs of your lifetime. Prices
that are
unbelievably LOW, and the kinds you simply cannot afford
to pass
up. Read every word o (this ad—it will be well worth
your time.
Not just a few special items—not just a make-believe sale—but
an

all-out ST(X'K REDUCING, CASH RAISING sensation that will
be the talk of this community for a long time to come. EVERY
ITEM in the four stores is involved—not one thing has escaped
the big MARK-DOWN pencil. Make your plans to be here opening
morning—come with a list of the clothing and furnishings the men
and boys in sour family will be needing for months to come—and
come expecting to SAVE NIORF MONEY than you have ever
thought possible. We promise thit you will not be disappointed.
You will find everything marked In plain figures, and stocks arranged for your shopping entiventenee--where you can wait on
yourself if you prefer If •ou love BARGAINS, be here—you will
have a "ball".

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS
OF

FINE

01

LI T

IIIROPPING IS A PLAASUR.IL INSTEAD OF A TASK
DEL MONTE FRUIT - No. 103 Can

Cocktail 4 for 89c FRYERS lb.
MIRE PORK

PROTEN

sausage

LOTHING

WHOLE

29c

isouNn

lb. 48c STEAK lb.

89c

FAME SMOKED

SLICED SL.4.11

lb. 59c PICNICS lb. 39c
Grape Jelly
35c t
s ioiiSING qt. 39c
BACON
JIFFY BR044

limited stocks from which to , house the site that fits you
best, the color and pattern
like, and the model best ler your MAW. For Spring, Summer
and early Fall wear, here
'-toe Dacron and Worsted blends. and Wash 'n Near
fabrics of Dacron and ( °two
year 'round wear there are rtne All Wool worsteds.
At these Slack Reduction pri, es
aloes are truly sensational.
ONE GROUP REG. TO $6.1 0

SUMMER SUITS
REG. 613.00

lb. 65c

REG. TO S63.96

REG. TO

SUITS

SPORT
COATS

Some Ir
A range made up of better

rs...

SUITS

Solids, checks, stripes and
•
flizes 36 to 48 in
reg arid longs- Dacron and
wool and all-wools at this
low price

Wool year 'round weights.
A big wasortmerit that offers a wide selection of the
beat of the new styles, patterns and colors-

Our finest clothing Durable, shape holding 2g3
Dacron and Worsted.. Pine
imported All Wool Troptcols Truly • fine assortment of quality clothing
marked down for this greet
sale

$24.95

$29.95

$36.00

&

10c COCOA

$1497

special group that includes 1).r,-nn and W.,rsteds, Dacron
and ( otton and smart nes
seersucker's. Not all sires In ....cr. Lind but a representathe
group that adds up to RI. Al.
BARGA1Ns.
•

HERSHEY - one pound

MIX

you
are
For
the

quail!) Dacron and Worsted Tropicals and fine All

fall %,%••

NORTHERN
One Group MeniNlaaras

Summer
Pants

TOWELS

DOLES

One

One group of 30- and 31"
sizes only Dacron and wools
in light and dark colors This
Is a real buy for the man or

Roll

PINEAPPLE-PINK GRAPEFRUIT

•

DRINK-1:29c

25°

wilh ii

rnfin

Tropical weights only in this
group to be chard out at this
ridiculously LOW PR IC Z.
Better come in early becompr
the quanittv is limited

,tt

$4.95

3boxes 250

-COATS
SPORT

SPORT
COATS

$5.47

$19.95

l'er

LYNN GROVE, LARGE

CAT LIFT - Tall( ans

EGGS doz.

•o

•

RIG PRUE.

43c Cat Food 2for 25c

TRELLIS

2 - 12-oz. cans

SUGAR VALLEY

Pants
Men's Dacron and ow: 'vi

ma-

These are Dar
cotton. wash 'a wear
summer colors for •i

and

i,ls

CORK

29c KRAUT

ARDICO - No. 303 ('an

can

10c

10c FLINGS box

MIN'S REG. $UM

MEN'S REG. $12.91

Slacks

Slacks

Regular and actual values to
95 Dacron and Wcrsted
Tropical,' In the season's best
colorv and atvieli

light
hca,

$9.95

39c

2

rum

can 49'

$7.95

DREAM WHIP

box 49'

liEt
tLj
.,,

&twit Clone out for only . . .

$19.95

On All Men's Straw Hats - Short and Long
Sleeve Sport and Dress Shirts - Underwear
- Walking Shorts - Jackets - Swim Wear Ties - Belts and All Accessories.

CANNED

PLASTIC

Island

These are all ?trot Quality
and 100'7 Wool. We have all

AND MORE
REDUCTIONS

2.S
33c

Topping - 4-0t.

Top Coats

$16.30

Topping

LUCKY WHIP

REG. 961.00

Wfosh n Wear f,tbrica
Dacron and Ravon. and
,
n blended with other
1)ficr
Light, mr-chitrn and
k

low price of . .

$3.95

NABISCO

Green Beans

Thousand

Tropical weights of Dacron
and cotton. Wash and wear in
light Ammer colors Out they
go at

BISCUITS 3for 25c FREEZER CUPS

Dressing
•

10-oz.

$1.19

25°

WARGARINE

Flavorkin

CORN CHEEZES
CHEESE

1MITIMMIMI

•

bag 39'
2-16. box 69'

19

2 QTS. 25

LEMONS

doz. 29'

BROWN SUGAR

Mffi111111111

3 lbs. 45'

Factory Outlet Stores
510 W. Main, Murray

•

211 S. 6th St.. Mayfield

•

218 Main St., Fulton

•

516 Broadway, Paducah

MURRAY STORE OPEN FRIDAY UNTIL 8:00 P.M.

aumfflumuullsauumuinounifilunni
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•NTrft

rv't`t.L
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1/REA F/ND WiN ' f fir

•

A
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LOOTED MUSEUM

•SittR-S

Vfltt Orlih
et

001INES
FOR

•
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
CM
M.
M.
M.
M.

o

M.

•

M.
M.

M.
.
M▪
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
IMM
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
MN.
M.
M.

.
M▪
M.

M.
ft.
.
M▪
MOM

At
GOLDEN POND

1st No.

7223U2

2nd No. 721684
3rd No,

CHIHUAHUA PUPPY, 3
old, $16.00, Call 763-39E,

MEETING
MAY 19
7P.M.

AT J. & S. OIL

122312

4th No, 722006

Bowling
- PLEASE ATTEND

Corvette Lanes

Midnite May 22, 1966
M-19 C

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6

19' PORTABLE T. V., 1962 advertent.
Excellent condition, $50 00
Call George alter 6 p. m. 703-3e74

Double
Summer League
Anyone Interested In

Must Be Claimed Before

Laundry

M-19-C

fir

cleaners

111
money.
35.19.0

SPOTS before your eyee-on your
new carpet-remove them with Blue
Lustre. Rent elecuic shampooer 81.
Manor House of Color.
5333-C

For the Mixed

Drees Finlaher.
Mark-In Girl.
Laundry' Ironer
Coin Laundry Janitor.
Wearing Apparel Presser.
Girl for Plat Iron work, tinder
45.

kt-19-P
111611 PONTIAC, Straight & in running condition. Good radio. Reasonable price. Phone 753-5355. 11-19-13
- - -LARGE SHADY LOT, by owner.
.15,11 753-b5a0 betweesi 8:30 a. in.
and 3.00 p. iv.
53.313.0

RitAiL
1..11.1. 51 ajlifLIU

FOR

TRAINA1

SALE

- NEEDED -

!

ILerrnan's In Murray

ACROSS
1-Strolui
4-Maas
9-Manic as
written
1.242qphi el hawing
1.rl,lary he
i-Illsaass ef
*Wee
• bete
.
linen
194,, r. ark
20 svs',-v.
21-63.1 :1 molder
23-I•
latter
hair
27-Preisaun
Maori*
3011am
31-Prbylonian
deer
324kr,ne snails
34-iedetaka
;Oki,
351'u..-sly body
32-Lead
311-113aer vetch
34-Am4no eerie
414E110a

• 7

3.Earthqualw
4-earracuda
5-Sailor (colloq.)

M.
NMI
M.
M.
ams
M.
m.
M.
M.
M.
m.
M.
M.
M.
Imm
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
m.
MU
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
••••
M.
M.
M.
BIM
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

Sal

M.
M.
.
M▪
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
MIN
M.
M.

Imo
lam
M.
M.
NIN▪ N
M.
NII.
M.
M.
M.
MO
MIM
Mw
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
.
M▪
M.
M.
IMO
M.
M.
M.
M.
Imo
Emu
M.
M.
M.
.
M▪

6-Propos:bee

t.

7-Rocittah
&laciest

sq4.?Iri.-.irr.4,-

Ma
A.

-AL riC.
ea

9•Gravestoass
10-Rocky NI
11-Ons. no matter
which

13.099L.•• •1.

12 Ex.st
44 1 -nail 4.tand
41 Aar gal
46 kart
47•311taaladi
4a- osioaction
49--is to. akan
SO•necista
13-Preposition

HOG

cl

New historical novel By CLIFF FARRELL

e..
-F.•1•011
e
°

goo Gal'

I

I

-101

rHE

SMOTT
THEY

rPouBLE-

•

• I.

Mil.. a..

T
1316 1 06
se1A
.: 1
T:iiir:34
iP Arr

•

I.

54:um,
enP/1":3 [UMW'
Al2
a9
w
11:NJ

•
S.,:
itifE

• •

M.
.
M▪
Pm.

1

CROSSWORD PUZir E

M-21-C

WOOER 110 ZAG Sewing machine
113-enipositi.an
in modern Ease oatenet. Laos than
26-Feeling
la-Peels
2 years old. Selectee $6160 or
28 Teutoric deity
WO
29
'to..
20
Sure
per month. Write Credit Manager,
-OPERATOR "FOR CAPITO. AND DRIVILIN
32.C.enared
1.5 FOOT FIBERGLASS
21 The ones here
Runabout. nee NE
Ledger & Tim. 53-34-C
33-Comp
ass point
Mrs. Dora Junta
krormatioo tell 753-3314 saytime50 It p. Evenrude motor
22-Warras
with skiing
36Giveconittorss
Ser v ices
Oti•rod
BY CHAIN DEPT. I...TORE
•
to
equipment, life jackets and
MARIN
ET
TPC
WITH
23-akiet
CASE, in good
Former Location Of
belle.
38 Pulled up
Excellent opportunity for am-,
•
25 Trap
SEE TERMTTES SWARMING. call two gas tanks and trailer. Deed condition. Phone 75345917.
M-20-C
40--Faatasy
Roes' Restaurant
Wiles., young man interested in
condition
and
rosary to sell, 1975.80.
Ward's Termite Co. Prime range
• WANTED TO BUY
retailing career. Must be ii. tiling
rWO TV 3E113. One El" GE, exVisit Us For A
from $50 to $70 00 for treatment Phosee 753-6123
Trier
to sorb for a'tutore_ PermAtieri:
Callen. condition, walnut caronet.
of home Phone 753-6019 Murray,
Special Fish Dinner
CHILD'S CANVAS 00T,
USED 32 or 35 Caliber S & \V rejob Apikly at:
111.50 See model, like new. One 21"
Y.
3.13-C
Open
Phone 753-7267.
9:30 a. m. to 9 •-•. m.
volver. After 5 p. in, 627 Ellie Dtive.
MEW allnith, hoot- model. Both priced to
_
H-M-20-P
TFPN1
Sail Call 753-1310.
M-20-C
Female
I SPINET PIANO: We would
Help
Wanted
Like to
M -30-C
contact
local
reliable
person to ea
LOST & FOUND
HOUSEWIV
ES,
WAN1ED
learn
RENT
TO
hew
you
NIC.-'-'aiielasereasoss
can Aurae payments.
THE MIJRRA
DRIVEZN vIl
Mug have good
be
43-Eurepees Inca
successful
in
a
bungee
of your credit
shoot a SAW.: -Bomb" even/
MAtir..E. I
refere-ricee. Write. Dealers TWO OR THRP:E bedroom furnthe* own We
4541scsal
LOOT Red zipper money bag from minutes
train you. Write Avon Credit,
Federal State Market News Service
darting at 10 00 Monde'
Box 4307, Affton 23, Mk- ished house for couple with
,
4S•Eseapsa
tam
•
Bank of Murray Contained large May 30th .
Evelyn
L. Brown, Shady
Thursday, May 19, 1966 Kentucky
up until show time
soun.
413
liscasil,
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CHAPTER 18
Dig," see said, "You were talk- tied. accompanied by the may
Immediate pease/eon. Phone 763arHATEVEIt ta left of the ing about Shiloh
HE JV5T LEFT ME Pis
5000 for information.
She turned in nueltakina.
APOL061E5
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"parlor Car Is under thirty her head away so that he could
"Where. the damned celfeet of water, along with Use no, see her emotion 'Will there ery?" Careen _..sited,
1957 CHEVROLET peck-uptr
engine.' Kirby McCabe told ma ever oe any peace fur you 7ue.
thr
Up
line
somewhere
1035.09 Call 753 4616.
companions "Nobody seems to
Kirby 'veas silent tor a time chamn a hunch of braves wnat
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know exactly what nappened "I only wish i was sure. tte starapeueo the moles at the
Apparently there was no crew said then, and turned Ms gage gradin camp yesterday
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morn14' Al.LZMINUM BOAT late new.'
aboard the engine"
to the aortzon to th- south.
In •
P Johnson motor and .--e,eThe six waited until Kirb
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Tke men looked at each other,
oongylete $196.00 Bee at 1811
der•ded tharatilsey ovum chalice stop and the pamengets begun the same thought in their mind.
St., or call 753-8413
5323y
a death to the sidetracked work filing out ot the ear Kirby was "Bait; Careful said. "An' the
tram
the last to arise Through the carvry fell for it '
They made it to a coach that wtsdrw ne saw Horace Logan
Horace Logan had entered
stool coupled to two dark bag- collie ourrying to greet ins eon the meals tent. The other mew.
gage cars near the bunting clad art' daughter as they aliened. understanding that they were
excursion string. They crept Through the open window Kirby not
wanted, nastily excused
aboard and sat waiting tensely. could heat what was said
Ii
theinaeives and left the place.
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listening At tast they became
-Everything's ready, clear,- Kirby sat where he was, the
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WORKED FINE
convinced they had not been Horace Logan said, his arm tin cup ot cotiee in his hand. He
wen.
around his daughter. "Perim* dyad Horace i.ogan
They stretched out on the organtistion, perfect weather,
••It Seems that I owe you •
hard
wooden seata seeking And buffalo hunting right at great debt.- Horace Logan said.
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sleep. Kirby. Reid - Leese end our Wave'
-d tt was evident be was humReid nod • nand on his te- bling his pride with an effort.
UWE C.arliart took turns
watch.
ther's ann. "Norah and I Nave "My son nes told me about the
standmg
Daybreak was pale in the sky something to tell you.' he Said. scheme to take the railroad
when • yard engine puffed -it can't wait. It's extremely away from nie At first I redown the siding, hooked to their important. It might take a little fused to believe it. However.
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cars and dragged them to the time Where can we go where Rem convinced as. it ie true.
GLUE,
baggage platform at the depot we can talk without tnterrtin- 1 thank you."
recruited
townspeople Hon!"
'The
He waited. but Kirby Md not
Horace Logan was silenced. speak
were waiting and came stringing aboard. Listening to the Kirby aalighted from the car,
Horace Logan drew a long
talk, Kirby learned that the watching as the Logan. walked breath. ''l understand your nitwreck was considered an acci- away and entered the big tent teraess toward me. It is poem.
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dent.
that had been set up for en- rae I may nave dune you un inIt was believed the yard en- tertaining the visitor.
justice in regard to the disaster
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gine had Alin wild after the enSt Shiloh My daughter tells me
gineer and fireman had alighted V IRBY eat at • late mien you were wounded and did not
ior a midnight lunch. The switch IN meal in the knockdown know what you were saying
to the spur where the parlor car mesa tent. With him were Mike
"Hut you ready don t believe
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I'M MC ,3IN' AN'PRAYIN'
was spotted had been left open Callahan. Hen Carhart. and two that, do you?" Kirby asked
FOR
THE TREASURE FUR YEARS. HE
HE DIDNI'T SEE
by chance, thus deverUng the of the railhead crew bosses
Horace Logan stood stiff and
PRESSES LIP LIKE A
maverick locomotive down the
THE LIGHT
They listened to the music of on/loading He was the military
blind siding.
PIRATE TO SCARE
COMIN' FROM
an orchestra from the big vent man again. tne commander who
"I believe we all should have and to the swelling laughter and held the power ot life and death
FTOPLE AWAY. HE'S
THE WINDOW .
a little sleep," Kirby said huti of converaation where the over nitwit_
ne pait 'I
DESPERATE
abruptly. "We won't get much Easterners were 'being served at don't believe that I do opt be.
ENC•aGH To- rest at Shiloh Raver."
considerable expense by the hem. that men say things, even
He had glimpsed two armed Grand Pacific. Champagne corks In delirium. that they would
men
walking
not say In their right minus'
Lincoln were popping.
down
'You eent twenty-nine men
Street toward the depot. He rec•
The hunting-clad train had
oinked them as the pair who been greeted by the screech of to their deaths," Kirby said.
had been quarreling at the oar locomotive ',Melia'. the boom "hoping to save year ow• tide
in the Four Aces and who haul of black powder m a small Mass fTorn the trap yea led the reghelped touch off the fake shoot- can-Mid:1M the roar of pistols iment into There's vas true/mon
but you were UI your right
ing.
tired in the air.
His companions understood
mind at the time You brand
Horace Logan isad mounted
me as a Hadn't I brand you as
and stret‘.1-ied eat oh wooden
the bed of • decorated tie wagseats, pretending to try to steep.
a coward and a murderer."
on to mios the welcoming
This kept their heads below the speech,
ilorace Logan wheeled and
but fats talk had been
walked out at the tent, Ma back
window line.
remarkably brief.
ramrod straight, Ms heels crispKirby chanced • glance now
His manner, if anything, had ly rapping the floor
and then fits pistol was handy
His win
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and Ben Careen followed his knew the reason for this morose stepped into the sunlight.
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It up. She joined her father and
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Callahan abruptly pushed his walked away.
He began dreaming of SADO. plate away, hie meal unfinished.
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He kept seeing the twenty-nine "Juke don't like the way these
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fall around him, leaving him buffalo act that are movin• in
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FLI3RENCE, Italy IRO - Thieves
YONI{.111.8, N. Y.
- More
Monday night looted a museum of than 400 elementary
and secondary
132050 worth of antique watches,
the archdiocese of New
geld necklaces, jeweled snuff bogus
.k w.II be Inked by a multt-chan
and ether arts objects, police re- net
education
television systetn
ported Tuesday. The thefts occur- a inch a as dedicated
here Tuesday
red in the Villa Stibtext Museum bk. Francis Cardinal
Spellman.
which houses. the collection of FredThe
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erick Subbert, an Englishman who , Center. winch will
be fully operastiled his art trove to Florence tional by September
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when he died in 1906.
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World's Largest
Jet Unveiled
iToree

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
TEHRAN, Iran wrv — The son
of Iraq's rebel Ktudiah leader
Mid- .
la Mustafa Sargent has been killed
In heavy fighting against Iraqi go..
ensue:it forces, Iranian press reports said Tbeedae The relswts
mud the - fighting took place Monday near the Iranian frontlet in
northeastern Iraq. with heavy casualties on both aides.

By CHARLES S TAYLOR Httided Pram Internalised
MARIETTA. Ga UI — A funwale mockup of the world's la.-v•
=plane. the CM je :rainsport.
tint ailed Wednesday oy the Air ,
Were, at the Lockheed-Oeorgia
plant
The huge wooden bird. sti Sine
that it could contain an elght-lane
bowling alley. was displayed to ant
of Lockheed's big hangers. Ilesikal
ant Air Force Secretary ashert
Charles pressed a button that raised the tail section of the magicim
and allowed a king mnram of Army
vehicles to unload
This was a demonstration of the
atriet capabthues of the GSA The
let transport will make its first
flight in June 1988 Lockheed has
a contract to build 58 of them for
the Air Force.
Today was a big day for Lodheed and the SP.litary Atrial Oom- I
112.e/d The dwiPlaY of ta
Ono months in the building. wag a
intlestone at sorts in the developmem of the wosid's biggest nano
port TM the teciudon. 1.00klieed
and the Air Torre flew indole to
200 represeataUvoi of news toed"
from all over the country.
Will Held Me

e'

the OSA. when it is built Dm
comenermal &alines in the eat*
1970s, will have a pamenger neperof 960 But its primary :We talr
the m:Ittary will be the quick mina
portanon 4 time amount& of miL
tary empties and fighung men le
cranbat brumh fire wars around the
sorld Ttie Air Porte says one of
Iii Waged advantages will be Its
Mabry to trangort entire

unia inchsd.mr

Beam
end, tame

equipment. in one plane. veinal
th- racer-soy for reasseenttimr ai
an amerces' moo.
The erusong tweed at the C- 4
wal be
miles per hour It a or
much as 21i5.090
pouride..
The amellagi is an tenet repremb
form mid
the
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lidt MM. it Woo is ea
saelisming led ant sell be eel

mosal toMOawry as
tauten st .lbeIlaildas
alseratt's
ciummlems
Ovum whatPm/
sad
tir
Mess
Idea
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Me
plass MIR
In deedinkti sod posekalig the as.
• *1 aircraft.

Ilimagar Ta" $mall

as

The moduip stretched scene
feet in length However became at
area limitation& the wings were mit
In
ce The nesemen were table
Into the mockup and Mown
ane end to the other
The CAA can be loaded bean boa
the nowt and the tall and
any of the eqmpinent of an Army
div
Its Imon. ola1
or.
relatively tinpregmed airfields Its
Mat weight MR be more than 360
tors and
about Ili
=Dion
The An Toece has nottfied Lockheed it will order 57 name after

from
eon carry
mar of
a wheels embleundo*
It to isms
sods oat
compiselon orteuss: *Pawl
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mmlos.MNA law
ass.toritI
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amegod ateomartioussbane
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RENDEZVOUS
3RD ORBIT
4 HRS. LATER

FIRST
HOUR
•
FIRST
ORBIT
•
RENDEZVOUS
AND
DOCKING

GETS SPANKING
THONON-LES-BAINS, Prance 111
— Thirteen yeer.old Ilethadl Mayouf had a row with his parents
Monday night and went off to sot
He stole a tiny rowboat and rowel
rane miles across Lake Geneva to
Lausanne Sintseriand But Swim
police quickly loaned him, put him ,
on a laund and had hOn back in
the hands of his parents before
he could say "Spingting."

BRIDGE WASHED AWAY SY LAVA—Villagers use
bicycles to ford
East Java. Indonesia, after lave from
erupting lilt Kelud earned

FIRST
DOCKING
30 MINUTES
LATER

•

PROGRISS—illustratton

SPACE DOCKING
at left shows the space dociung program tor
Gemini 9. and the one at right shows what is planned
for the future, a docking on the
Gemini capsule's first orbit. That is planned for Gemini 12. The Gemini 9 has a se%enminute "window- in which to blast off for the docking
this time, otherwise a long delay.

fanea/Ito/a baraYde
RI
BS
lb
,
49
c.
IC CS

REELFOOT TENDER SMOKED

L"MEATY

SPARE

lb

LEAN SLICED SMOKED

RIVERSIDE

Field

PURE PORK

Branshweiger

WIENERS Sausage

JOWL
2ibs

3Mk

PORK ROAST lb. 37c
CANNED GOODS

SALE
On No. 300 Size Can;

GREAT NORTHFRN
BEANS
PINTO BEANS
MEXICAN BEANS
KIDNEY BEANS
SPAGHETTI
- HOMINY
rmRoAT
BLACKEYE PEAS
SH

of

EACH
CAN

Potato Chips

39c

111111111111111111.11111111111111111111111111111111111641111111
RAMA

STRAWBERRY -

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.1111

INSTANT NES('AFE - 7-oz. Bonus Jar

it-crz. glass

PRESERVES
illitiluaE WHIP

39c COFFEE
BIG BR(MIER UNSWEETENED - 46-oz.
49c ORANGE JUICE

1111111111,111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.

UNSWEETENED - Giant 46-0z. Can

MRS. HUBBARD - 12

in Carton

46 oz

PINEAPPLE JUICE
-390

443 os.
call

CABBAGE Fresh Green, Firm
5c
LEMONS
Sunkist
t
GRAPEFFUIT
2
APPLES Jonathan
or Eating — — — — 39t
HOME CROWN STRAWBERRIES FRESH DAILY
Heads

('alit.

39

69c
Skinner - 10-og.

CHUNK TUNA
3 r°. 89c

SHORT CUT MACARONI
I90

RI(Ell

bag

* FROSTY ACRES *

FROZEN FOOD
MEAT PIES
GREEN PEAS
BUTTER BEANS Speckled
PIZZA
FISH STICKS

Chicken, Beef and Turkey - Fl-oz

CLOROX BLEACH
Quart

1 1-1b. bag

490
250

111 -1b. kit

12-es.

5gC
IP

8-ses. 29t

oz.

sunshine

TOMATO JUICE

HYDROX COOKIES
3gc
PRIDE OF ILL CORN
2 Fop, 39

Paramount Hamburger

DILL CHIPS
25

17 -oz. can

Pint

19
0

3

110111101Ntokely
1111011111fp111111111111111111Will1flffilll

FOOD
MARKET

* OPEN EVENINGS TILL 8 P.M.*
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO

-

to

•

C°R lãc

Cooking

-

Starkist - War can

doz

Cheese, Pepperoni and Sausage --

1111111111111111111111111111111111111,11111111111111111111

COFFEE
Dole

29

LUCKY WHIP DESSERT - 9-oz. can

FOLGERS - 1-Lb. Can

PA/XING—Thiel

39

nowdrift lb can 69c
CRACKERS
19c
BROTHER

PRODUCE
Fresh Pink

Issimistemosessmosesommemomemismomi!jtssommosinliiiimsosseememossisimmos
emsait
DIXIE BELLE - 1-Lb. Box

mosismensimousi

is one
of the meter maids in the
Australian resort of Gold
Coast. To lure tourists. they
wander about de-clad like
this ' ---'rt coins in park' •• that have expired.
Ire

69

VEGETBLE SHORTENING

BIG

CHUNK PINEAPPLE

LB.

TOPS - Twin Bag

1111111i11111.11111111e1111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Dole

49c

SIRLOIN
STEAK

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

BUSH S

lb.

CHOICE MATURE CORN FED BEEF

(BULK) 49'b

3-oz.

••••••••••••1111

GEMINI 9
LIFTOFF

4

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE - 390 LUCKY PIES
LIPTONS - box
DOLES PINEAPPLE-GRAPEFRUIT
TEA
390 DRINK
INSTANT LIPTONS TEA
790 TOPPING
liesorowelieireliemesismosom
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